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ABSTRACT:
The FASB passed Accounting Standard 107 requiring all
companies to disclose the fair value of their financial
instruments. Implementation of this standard is easy for most
companies but financial institutions have a wide variety of
financial instruments that must be disclosed at fair value.
Determining the fair value of these instruments presents some
problems for financial institutions because many of them are not
readily marketable therefore, they have no quoted market prices.
The purpose for this paper is to address the methods of determining
fair value as set forth by the FASB and to evaluate the reliability
and usefulness of the required disclosure. The footnotes disclosed
by many financial institutions have been examined to determine the
methods used to calculate fair value. After examining the
available information I have determined that the information
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INTRODUCTION
In December 1991 the Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) passed a new standard, Financial Accounting Standard (FAS)
107. The standard requires all companies to prepare a footnote
disclosure about the fair value of their financial instruments.
For many companies this disclosure appears to be fairly easy to
develop, but this is not the case for financial institutions. Many
financial institutions have financial instruments that are not
readily tradeable, therefore, market quotes are not available.
Since market quotes are not available, other methods of valuation
must be used to determine the instrument's fair value.
requirements of FAS 107 as prescribed by the FASB. Also in this
The purpose of this paper is to determine how FAS 107 was
applied by various institutions in the banking industry, and to
evaluate FAS 107's usefulness. Usefulness in this case pertains to
the ability of investors to use and understand the information in
the disclosure. In order for footnote disclosures to be useful
they should be comparable. To determine comparability, the
requirements of FAS 107 and the actual application of the standard
must be understood.








The background, implementation, impact, and my recommendations
concerning FAS 107.
First, in the background section I will discuss the specific






















Second, I will demonstrate how Household International
responded to FAS 107 by analyzing their footnote disclosure. I
will also analyze the footnote disclosures of various other
financial institutions which Household International considers to
be competitors.
In the third section, I will talk about the impact of FAS 107
on the reporting companies and the users of the financial
statements. I will also determine the usefulness of the disclosure
as it pertains to the users of the financial statements. This
determination will be the basis for my recommendations.
Finally, I will make recommendations as to the effectiveness
of FAS 107. I will also explain how these recommendations will
affect investors and the reporting companies.
BACKGROUND
REQUIREMENTS OF FAS 107
Financial Accounting Standard 107 requires all entities whose
fiscal year ends after December 15, 1992 and has over $150 million
in assets on its current balance sheet to disclose the fair market
value of all financial instruments, on and off balance sheet items.
There are few items which are exempt from FAS 107. Items which do
not require fair value disclosure are listed in paragraph eight of
FAS 107. Another requirement of FAS 107, paragraph 17, is that ln
future years companies presenting comparative financial statements
must also provide fair value information for each year being
presented on the balance sheet. These are the main requirements of







of these financial instruments.
Paragraph five of FAS 107 states "fair value of a financial
instrument is the amount at which the instrument could be exchanged
in a current transaction between willing parties, other than in a
forced liquidation sale." In keeping with this definition of fair
value FAS 107, paragraph 20, states that "quoted market prices are
the best evidence of fair value of financial instruments." Using
quoted market prices for readily tradable securities is fine, but
not all financial instruments are that easily valued. Because
market prices are not always readily available the FASB has defined
other methods of determining fair value.
Paragraph 22 thru 29 of FAS 107 cover other methods of
determining fair value of financial instruments. Various methods
can be used depending on the type of financial instrument in
question. Some short term instruments can have fair values equal
to their carrying value, because of their short term nature.
Companies that have instruments which do not have quotable market
prices, can base the fair value of the instrument on the market
price of a similar instrument, adjusting the market price to fit
the specifications of their instrument. These methods seem fairly
simple to apply because their fair value is essentially available
through the open market.
When the other available methods can not be used to determine
fair value, companies can determine fair value using the discounted
value of the future cash flows. the discounted cash flow methods











level of detail is the first decision a company must make. For
example loans, should banks value all the loans together or should
they group the loans based on common characteristics of various
loans, such as mortgage loans or commercial real estate loans. The
second decision, is to determine the carrying value of the
instrument, that is, the net realizable value of the loans, which
is already required under historical cost accounting. Using the
loan example, companies have to determine the amount of
uncollectible loans in order to determine the proper carrying value
to discount. Thirdly, companies have to estimate the future cash
flows of these loans. Companies must determine, based on
historical data and estimates of current market conditions, when
the cash due from these loans will actually be received. Finally,
companies must choose a rate for discounting the cash flows. The
rate chosen should be based on the risk free rate adjusted for
credit and prepaYment risks (Olson 6-9) .
With the guidelines established for determining and disclosing
fair value of financial instruments, the question is what issues
arose during implementation?
ACCOUNTING ISSUES
There are two issues which must be addressed in order to make
fair value reporting useful. The first item is what should be
included in the footnote concerning off balance sheet items. The
second, is the quality or accuracy of the fair value disclosure.
One item that was discussed in every footnote I reviewed was
the value of core deposit intangibles. Core deposit intangibles
4
are the long term relationships the financial institution has with
their customers or depositors. Core deposit intangibles are of
tremendous value to the financial institution. The value of these
deposits arises because the institution pays low cost interest on
the deposits as compared to other sources of funding, such as loans
from other institutions. The FASB does not consider core deposit
intangibles to be financial instruments and, therefore, they are
not covered by FAS 107. Core deposit intangibles are not normally
disclosed, the financial institutions feel that if they are
required to disclose the fair value of their core deposits that the
low cost associated with the deposits should be included in that
determination.
The problem with this view is that Core deposit intangibles
have value with regard to the deposit liability which the financial
institution has to disclose. Under FAS 107 all financial
institutions must value the deposits held with no definite maturity
at the amount payable on demand. This means that financial
institutions must use the carrying amount of the non-time deposits
held as the fair value of those deposits. There is no point in
disclosing the fair value of non-time deposits if they are just
going to be valued at their carrying amount which is already on the
balance sheet.
Why does the FASB say that companies cannot use the value of
their core deposit intangibles as part of the fair value of their
deposits? The FASB states in paragraph 70 of FAS 107 that basing
the fair value of these deposits on rates of more expensive
5
alternatives of funding is inappropriate because these rates are
irrelevant to the markets for deposits. Also, this would not take
into consideration the costs of servicing those deposits.
The second accounting issue is the method of determining fair
value when no market price is readily available. I question how
honest the managements of some companies will be in making
subjective decisions concerning the fair value of their financial
instruments. Companies could take this opportunity to over
exaggerate, not by much necessarily, the fair value of it's
financial instruments in their favor. Of course this problem could
exist using historical cost data, but to a lessor extent. For
example, accounts receivable are shown on the balance sheet at net
realizable value, this figure is subjective to the extent of
managements beliefs of future economic activity. For the most part
allowance for bad debts is based on historical collection data and
not solely on predictions of future activities. Now, a company
using discounted cash flows takes the net realizable value and
discounts it at a purely subjective rate, based on the companies
estimate of credit and prepayment risks. The amount created by
this process can be completely subjective, and favor the company
that exaggerates it's subjective decisions to favor themselves.
How can the investor be sure that this does not happen? The
answer is they can not be sure that a particular company will not
exaggerate their future predictions to insure a fair disclosure.
Investors will have to depend on the external auditors to asses the






















external auditor because he\she will have to draw conclusions of
their own about managements assumptions. The question here is does
the external auditor have the knowledge and time to really check
these assumptions? No, the external auditor will just look at
managements assumptions on the surface and determine if the
discount process was done correctly. External auditors could not
possible check in depth into managements assumptions due to time
constraints, management should have been assessing the future all
year long while the auditor is limited to the time he\she can spend
assessing the future of a particular company. Since the external
auditor can not get too in depth into the assumptions, the
possibility for slight exaggerations exists. When a company
discounts billions of dollars in future cash flows any sliqht
change in the discount rate could result in millions of dollars in
change to the fair value of that particular financial instrument.
This topic should be addressed by the FASB in the future in order
to insure that investors are not subject to misleading information.
IMPLEMENTATION
HOUSEHOLD INTERNATIONAL'S DISCLOSURE
Since I worked at Household International I wish to explain
their disclosure based on what I learned working there. Household
International used all of the afore mentioned methods of
determining the fair value of their financial instruments.
Household International addressed the issue of core deposit
intangibles and other intangibles in their footnote disclosure.




















at fair value but Household International feels that these
intangibles have a "substantial" value to the company and should be
disclosed. Specifically, Household International disclosed that
core deposit intangibles were a low cost source of funding and had
value to the company. Household International valued their core
deposit intangible at $180 Million, which essentially represents
savings on interest expense if they had to obtain these funds
elsewhere.
How did Household International determine The value of their
core deposit intangible? Household International designed a model
to use to determine the value of their deposits as a low cost
source of funding.
Household's first step was to determine how much it would cost
to replace their deposits with alternative funding sources.
Second, Household determined the cost of maintaining these
deposits. Costs associated with maintaining deposits include
interest paid on the deposits and servicing costs. Third, the
actual cost of the deposits was compared to the replacement rate,
cost was usually less expensive than the alternative. Finally, the
benefit was extended out over the average life of the deposits and
a net present value was computed resulting in the value of the core
deposit intangible.
One of the concerns the FASB had with disclosing the value of
these deposit intangibles was that servicing costs would not be
included in the calculation. Household International did include
the servicing costs in determining the value of their core deposit
8
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intangible. The cost of servicing these deposits should be
available to financial institutions because they are a major cost
of doing business. Since all financial institutions should know
the cost associated with servicing their deposits, they could
include this cost In the calculation of their core deposit
intangible. The FASB's concern about not using servicing costs in
this calculation seems a little unfounded.
Household International valued several items by discounting
the estimated future cash flows of these instruments using the
estimated current market discount rates at December 31, 1992.
Household used this method to calculate the fair value of their
fixed rate consumer loans, time deposits, insurance reserves, and
liquidating commercial assets. Liquidating commercial assets are
commercial loans (called whichproducts) Household has
discontinued. Household International recognized in their footnote
that the discounted cash flows method of valuing these financial
instruments is based on subj ecti ve information and that "changes in
these assumptions valuesiqnificantly faircould affect
calculations." This statement by Household International
Reemphasizes the possibility that management could influence the
fair value of their financial instruments by slight alterations in
their assumptions.
Household International brought up another interesting point
in their footnote disclosure. Under FAS 107 paragraph five, fair
value is defined as "the amount at which the instrument could be




















than in a forced or liquidation sale." Household International
states in their footnote "this approach to estimating fair value
for fixed rate consumer receivables results in a disclosed fair
value that is less than amounts the company believes could be
currently realizable on a sale of these receivables." Basically
Household International is saying that the amount disclosed as the
fair value of their fixed rate consumer loans is not the fair value
of those loans. This raises questions about the effectiveness of
the footnote disclosure and the entire underlying idea of
disclosing fair values.
DISCLOSURES OF OTHER COMPANY'S
Household International did a comparison of the footnote
disclosures of thirteen financial institutions, and I will review
the same thirteen institutions in this section (See Appendix). One
item of interest is the extent of the disclosures which varied from
the very detailed such as that of Signet Bank, to a limited
disclosure by H.F. Ahmanson, to no disclosure by Primerica
Corporation. With such diverse disclosures are comparisons between
the fair value of various companies financial instruments possible?
In the disclosures of Fleet Financial Group and Norwest




the market value of the financial instruments,
comparisons of their financial statements should not be made with
those of other financial institutions.
Another question concerning comparability would be, are all
financial instruments valued in the same manner? For example, Banc
10
One Corporation uses quoted prices and quoted prlces of similar
instruments to value their long-term borrowing, while most other
companies used the discounted cash flow method. Comparison of the
fair value of these instruments between different institutions are
almost impossible if they are not valued in a similar manner. It
would seem to me that investors would need to be able to compare
the financial statements and disclosures of companies in order to
make well-informed decisions. In this respect disclosures should
be able to be compared to some extent.
Another item of interest is that all thirteen companies agreed
that core deposits are low cost source of funds and they have value
to the financial institution, but only six companies took the time
to quantify the benefit from these deposits. This is the one item
that all companies agreed upon.
Several financial institutions disclosed the fact that many of
their financial instruments do not have readily available market
quotations, thus the fair values shown are based on subj ecti ve
assumptions. Most companies stated the fact that slight changes in
these assumptions could drastically affect the values shown. Since
basic discounted cash flow models are based on highly subjective
information and values can change drastically based on current
market conditions and economic trends, fair values could be
outdated before they are released.
Like Household International, several of the financial
institutions reviewed felt that the values presented in their
11
footnote disclosure's did not reflect the amount they would receive
if they sold those financial instruments today. Theoretically they
are not disclosing the fair value of the instrument, because the
fair value of the instrument is the amount the company would
receive if they sold the instrument. This questions whether fair
value is even being disclosed.
A final issue brought up in many footnote disclosures is that
many companies intend to hold their financial instruments until
maturity making the fair value amount disclosed useless. These
companies feel that the fair values are irrelevant because they
have no intention to sell those financial instruments, thus the
fair value will never be realized in a transaction.
Now that the comparison has been made of the disclosures how
does Fas 107 impact financial institutions? Is this disclosure
better for the companies and the investors?
IMPACT OF FAS 107
REPORTING COMPANIES
What can disclosing fair value do to companies like Household
International? According to the article by Olson, a few of the
advantages of fair value disclosures are that fair value will help
bankers learn more about the realities of marketplace transactions
(11). Also, it will reveal mistakes that might otherwise be hidden
by historical cost data (12). Thirdly, it could improve credit
administration and control (12) I agree with this position, I
feel that fair value reporting will give companies the opportunity
to determine how good their financial activities are. For example
12
companies which invest on the basis of future expectations, can
evaluate their the correctness of their predictions by keeping
abreast of the market. Companies can then determine whether their
methods of determining future expectations need to be changed, or
if their discounted cash flow models need to be revised.
The third issue mentioned above was a topic that Household
International discussed frequently, credit quality. Using
discounted cash flow methods could help financial institutions
increase their credit quality. Companies using discounted cash
flow models to calculate the fair value of their loans are forced
to determine the future cash inflows from those loans. Calculating
these cash inflows requires the company to determine the amount of
uncollectible accounts. This information broken down into the type
of loan product (i
. e . mortgage loans, consumer loans) and the
current market conditions can help companies determine if certain
loan products are profitable or risky. Also by determining the
future cash inflows from these loan products the company could
address the issue of better collections processes, thus resulting
ln better credit quality.
An important issue is the ease of implementing the fair value








107 should not be overly difficult for financial institutions.
Items which have readily available markets should be easy to value;
just use the market price as of the balance sheet date. Items which
do not have readily available markets can be valued using the




















earlier the company would have to determine what their expected
future cash flows would be, that is how much will actually be
collected. This figure is actually net realizable value which the
company is required to put on their balance sheet. Next they would
discount these cash flows based on assumptions made about current
and future market conditions. This should also be easy for the
company. Most companies already have models or in some way try to
predict future market conditions when doing long and short term
planning. For example, Household International sets budgets for
the next three years at the end of each year. To do this Household
International must have some expectation of future market
conditions. Implementation should be easy because all companies
should have most of the needed information available to them.
USERS
How does FAS 107 affect users of the financial statements?
This is a tough question to answer because it would depend on the
individual persons knowledge of financial statements. For
instance, experienced financial analysts could use this information
because they have knowledge of what market value is and how future
cash flows are discounted. Knowledgeable persons would still have
some problems with this disclosure because the overall assumptions
made by management are not included in the footnote. If
managements overall assumptions were included then knowledgeable
investors could compare their expectations with those of the
financial institutions management to make an investment decision.










figures were calculated. I feel that the footnote in its current
form does not necessarily help the investor because there is only
a vague explanation of how these figures were calculated.
Today there are many people investing in mutual funds and
savings plans thru work who have little or no knowledge about
financial statements, therefore, they do not understand this
disclosure. While these funds are run by professionals many non-
knowledgeable investors still look at the annual reports of various
companies. Unfortunately these investors do not necessarily
understand market value or discounted future cash flow models. In
the past everything has been based on historical cost both in a
company's financial statements and in peoples' homes. Many people
may understand market value but they never look at things in that
respect. For instance, I was once a car salesman (although this
has nothing to do with financial statements I feel it will make a
point about fair value) and when people traded ln a car we would
give them the fair value of that car based on wholesale prices.
When disclosing this amount to the customer their reaction was
almost always "but I paid (some dollar amount) for the car."
Customers always dealt in historical cost. This is why I feel for
certain investors fair value is meaningless because they better
understand cost.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I feel that FAS 107 can have a positive impact on companies
and investors alike, as long as companies estimate fairly the
market values of those items that do not have readily available
15
financial institutions so that investors can determine
themselves if the fair values stated in the footnotes are








quoted market prices. I feel that some care must be given by the
auditors in evaluating the assumptions used by management in
determining these fair values. This may require the auditor or the
public accounting firm to train or hire people in the areas of
finance and economics to the extent needed to check the validity of
these assumptions. This could be needed even more so in the future
if the FASB decides to require more fair value disclosures.
I also feel that the disclosure information should be more
uniform so that comparisons can be made between various financial
institutions. One thing I would like to see is various instruments
being valued in the same manner. As mentioned earlier, long-term
borrowings were valued differently by the companies reviewed. Also
I would recommend better disclosure of the assumptions made by the
for
discounted cash flows are based on what the company perceives the
future will hold. Assumptions of this kind can and will be
different from institution to institution and should be allowed to
have this information for decision purposes.
I also feel that the FASB should reconsider its position on
the fair value of deposits. Financial institutions depend heavily
on deposits to issue loans and make investments, and their income
is directly impacted not only by the amount of interest received,
but also by the amount of interest they have to pay for the use of





difference in the overall position of the company. I feel that
valuing these deposits as a low cost source of funds would be
consistent with the idea of determining the fair value of a
companies financial instruments both on and off balance sheet.
Another item the FASB should look at is whether discounting
cash flows is an appropriate method for determining the fair value
of a financial instrument. As mentioned earlier many companies
stated that the fair value presented in the footnote was not equal
to what the company expected to receive if it sold the instrument.
my question is why not? If a company can say that the fair value
stated is not what it would receive if sold then why disclose that
amount? The company should not disclose that amount, it should
disclose the amount they would expect to receive if the instrument
was sold. This would be consistent with the definition of fair
value provided in paragraph five of FAS 107. The FASB should look
into this problem and address it because fair values are not being
disclosed.
I feel that FAS 107 will have a positive impact in the long
run but first I think the FASB must address a few issues in order
to perfect the fair value disclosure. If the FASB does this then
I believe the information in the disclosure will enable investors

















Date: May 10, 1993
To: Charles GeIer
Bob Sekany
Subject: FAS 107 Disclosure Comparison




o H.F. Ahmanson, I
o Banc One Corp., '2
o Barnett Banks, Inc.,3
o Citicorp, ~
o CoreStates, ~











o PNC Financial, I\
o Primerica COrp.,1J... f0G VI ?cJC'5 \J1~
o Signet Bank, and 13








Copies of the fair value disclosure for each of these companies is attached (except for
Primerica Corp. which did Dot make a FAS 107 disclosure).
The most detailed disclosures were by First Bank Systems, Norwest Corp. and Signet Bank,
the least detailed disclosure was by H.F. AhmansOD.
Tbe following is a, summary of the basic methodologies utilized to estimate market value:
Cash and Due - Book Value,
Short Term-Investments - Book Value.
Long Term-Investments - Quoted Prices.



















Loans - DCF, discount rate based upon secondary market or CUITentloans rates.
Two companies addressed customer relations and quantified an amount. In addressed excess
servicing but did not quantify an amount.
Deposit (No Stated Maturity) -Book Value.
Deposit (Term Accounts) - Discounted Contractual CF using CUITentmarket rate to
discount.
Core Deposit Intangible - Each addressed that the value of deposits as a source of low cost
fmancing was not included. Six quantified market value. i
J
Short-Term Borrowing - Book Value.
Long-Term Borrowing - Quoted Market, DCF, Discount rate based on CUITentdebt rates.
.
Mortgage Servicing - Three addressed, two quantified. DCF less credit enhancement.
One addressed excess servicing as revenue in excess of normal servicing discounted at
investor yield.
Swaps, Futures, Options, Caps and Floors - Dealer Quotes andlor amount to terminate at
reporting date.
Commitments, Letters of Credit, etc. - Fees for CUITentagreement andlor cost to terminate
or settle obligation.
Securitization - Addressed by one company. Quoted market price.
An attached are two summaries, the fIrst with the dollar Book and Fair Market Value for the
13 competitors and Household. The second consolidates fair market value methodology.
These summaries are followed by each annual report's Fair Market Value disclosure.






(15) Interim Period Couolidsted OperatiD& Hi&hligbu (unaudited)
ConsolidAted operating highlights (unaudited) for the respective interim three-month reporting periods
for the years ended DCCCDber31, 1992 and 1991 are as follows:
nree-MoJlth ReportiJlaPeriodsEded
Marcb31. .TIlIIt 30, September 30, December 31,
6D tilouaIIdI ucept per Iban data)
1992:
Total interest income. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 931,444 $ 876,237 $ 822,995 $ 798,303
Total interest expense ....................... 593,526 528,153 486,751 461,983
Net interest income ................. 337,918 348,084 336,244 336,320
Provision for loan losses ..................... 118,000 63,482 73,744 93,235
Net interest income after provision for loan
losses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 219,918 284,602 262,500 243,085
Other income .............................. 35,772 53,432 49,070 70,224
Other expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 232,698 270,888 260,835 297,790
Earnings before cumulative effect of accounting
change . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,992 67,146 50,735 15,519
Cumulative dfect of change in accounting for
income taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47,677
Net c:a.rnings .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 70,669 $ 67,146 $ 50,735 $ 15,519
Earnin.gs per common &hare:
Earnings before cumulative effect of
accounting change .................... $ 0.16 $ 0.54 $ 0.40 $ 0.10
Cumulative effect of change in accounting
for income taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.41
Net earnings . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 0.57 $ 0.54 $ 0.40 $ 0.10
1991:
Total interest income. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,191,783 $1,133,478 $1,057,854 $1,003,670
Total interest expense ....................... 878,363 807,488 739,804 688,867
Net interest income. . .. .. . . . . . ., . . . . 313,420 325,990 318,050 314,803
Provision for loan losses ..................... 42,373 57,413 33,376 61,900
Net interest income after provision for loan
losses ......... . . . . . . . ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 271,047 268,577 284,674 252.903
Other income .............................. 45,962 51,349 38,543 69,445
Other expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261,1~1 259,136 258,074 258,338
Net ea.rnings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 55,818 $ 60,790 $ 65,143 $ 64,010





H. F.AHMANSON a: COMPAA'Y AND SUBSIDIARIES I ~ 9).. ~I'\\)"-\ ~~O(t
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS-<CoDtiDued)
(16) Disdosures about Fair ValUt or Financial Inst.rumenu
SFAS No. 107, "Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments:' requires that the Company
disclose estimated fair vaJues for its financial in.st:ruments. Fair value estimates are based on rdevant market
information and information about the various 1inancia1 instruments. These estimates do Dot rdect any
premium or discount that could result from oB'cring for sale at one time the Company's mtire holdings of ·







H. F. AHMANSON ct COMPAA'Y AND SUBSIDIARIES J~1't t}~I1~\ ~~9CW:\
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STA~CoatinDed)
finAncial instruments, fair value estimates are based on judgments regarding future apected Joss apc:rience,
current economic conditions, risk chAracteristics of vanous financial instruments and other factors. These
estimates are subjective in nature, involve uncc:rt.ainties and matters of significant judJment and therefore
cannot be deu:rm.ined with precision. Changes in assumptions could signifi~t1y d'cct the estimates.
Fair value estimates are based on existing on- and off-balance sheet financial instruments without
attempting to estimate the value of anticipated future business and the value of cc:rt.ainassets and liabilities
that are not considered finAncial instruments. Other sign.i1i~t assets and liabilities that are not considered
financial assets or liabilities include tax liabilities, premises and equipment, real estate held for development,
re.a1estate owned and goodwill. In addition, the tax ramifications related to the realiz.ation of the unrealized
gains and losses ~ have a sign.i1icant effect on fair value estimates and have not been considered in any of
the estimates.
Fair value estimates, methods and assumptions are &et forth below for the Company's financial
instruments.
In'Putment Securities
The carrying amounts for short-term investments approximate fair value because they mature in 90 days
or less and do not present sign.i1icant credit concerns. The fair value of investment securities with longer
maturities is estimated based on bid prices provided by various financial information service bureaus. The
estimated market value of the Company's investment securities is disclosed in Note 3 to Consolidated
Financial Statements.
Mortgage-Backed Securities
The fair value of mortgage-backed securities is estimated based on bid prices published in financial
newspapers or bid quotations received from securities de.a1ers.The estimated market value of the Company's
mortgage-backed securities is disclosed in Note 4 to Consolidated Financial Statements.
Loans
Fair values are estimated for portfolios of loans with similar individual financial characteristics. Loans
are segregated by type, such as single and multi-family residential mortgages, commercial and industrial real
estate mortgages, and credit card loans. Each loan category is further iegmented based on whether the loans
bear fixed or adjustable rates of interest.
The fair value of residential mortgage loans is calculated by discounting contractual cash flows adjUStec'
for prepayment estimates using discount rates based on ~ndAry market sources adjusted to rc.fiect
Jdifferences in servicing and credit costs..
The fair value of commercial and industrial real estate loans is calculated by di.scountina scheduled cash
ftows through the estimated maturity using estimated market discount rates that rdcd the credit and interest
rate risk inherent in the loans. The estimate of maturity is based on the Company'. historical experience with
payments m~ed, asrcquired, by an estimate of the effect of current economic and 1czadiq conditions.
The fair value estimate for credjt card loans is based on the value of aistingloans. This estimate does
not include the value that relates to estimated c:ash flows from new loans to be JClerated from existing
cardholders over the remaining life of the portfolio. Cash flows and maturities are estimated based on
contractual interest rates and the Company's historical experience and are discounted using secondary market





H. F. AHMANSON &:COMP AA'Y AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL Sf ATEMENTS-(ContiDuec!)
The ca.rrying amount of the Company's loan portfolio was 538.826 billion at December 31, 1992. The
Company estimates the fair value of the loan portfolio to have been $40.089 billion at Dccc:mber 31, 1992.
The fair value of the loan portfolio has been decreased by 582 million as a result of intc:reSt rate swap
agreements that the Company has entered into to adjust the interest sensitivity of a portion of its loan
portfolio.
Deposits
SFAS No. 107 prescn"bes that the fair value of deposits with no stated maturity ("core deposits") be
equal to the amount payable on demand. The fair value of tenD accounts is based on the discounted value of
contractual cash flows. The discount rate is estimated using the rates currently offered for alte:rDAtivesources
of funds witb comparable rl"mllining maturities. The c:a.rryiDgvalue and estimated fair value oftbe Company's
term accounts at December 31, 1992 was 524.459 billion and 524.506 billion, respectively.
The above amounts do not include the fair value of a core deposit intangible asset as it is not a financial
instrUment as defined by SFAS No. 107. If this asset was considered at December 31, 1992, the Company
estimates the fair value would have been S4S9 million at that date. which is not reflected in the accompanying
Consolidated Statements of Financial Condition. The Company estimated the fair value ascribed to the core
deposit intangible by estimating the cost savings from the low cost of such deposits over their estimated life
and discounting tbe results using an incremental cost of funds rate.
Borrowings
The fair value of borrowings is estimated based on the discounted value of contractual cash flows. The
discount rates are estimated using rates currently available to the Company for borrov.-ings witb similar terms
and rt'mllining maturities. At December 31, 1992, the carrying value and estimated fair value of the
Company's borrowings were 54.979 billion and 55.148 billion, respectively.
Mortgage Servicing Rights
The fair value of tbe retained loan yield and servicing rights on the Company's portfolio of loans serviced
for investors is determined based on the estimated discounted net cash fiow to be received, less the estimated
cost of servicing and credit enhancement obligations. The carrying value of the Company's reumed loan yield
of S105 million approximated fair value. At December 31, 1992 the estimated fair value of the servicing rights.
including the retained loan yield, for the Company'5 516.637 billion portfolio ofloans serviced for investors.




























Ii. F. AHMANSON a COMPANY AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL CONDmON
December 31, 1992 and 1991
(dollars in thoUADds u~pt per share data)
ASSETS
<::ashand amounts due from banks .....................................
Securities purchased under agrec:ments to resell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other short-term investIDents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total cash and cash equivalents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other investment securities [market value $219,394 (1992) and S221,717
(1991)]. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . ., . ... .. . .. .
Investment in stock of Fc:de:ralHome Loan Bank (F1ll.B), at cost . . . . . . . . . . .
Mortgage-backed securities (MESs) [market value S3,322,I60 (1991)] ........
MESs available for we [market value 53,633,307 (1992) and 51,261,010
(1991)] .
Loans receivable less allowan~ for possible losses of S418,012 (1992)
and S303,804 (1991) ...............................................
Loans available for we [market value S320,859 (1992) and S516,410 (1991)] ..
Accrued interest receivable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Real estate held for development and investment less allow~ for possible
losses of S154,743 (1992) and S136,181 (1991)..........................
Real estate owned less allowan~ for possible losses of 564,072 (1992) and
S15,041 (1991) ....................................................
Premises and eqwpment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .








Short-term borrov.-ings under agrec:ments to repurchase ~urities sold. . . . . . . .
Other short-termborrov.-ings..........................................
F1ILB advances and other borrowings ..................................




. . . .
Income taxes _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-
. . . . . . .
-
. . . . . . .
-
. . . .
-
. . . . . . . . . . .
Tota1liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
STOCI:HOlDERS'EQUI1Y
Preferred stock, S.Ol par value; authorized 10,000,000 shares:
9.60% Series B, outstanding 3,500,000 shares; liquidation preferen~
$175,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
-
. . . . .
-
. . . . . . . . . .
Common stock, S.Ol par value; authorized 220,000,000 shares:
Outstanding 116,649,459 shares (1992) and 116,257,803 shares (1991)
after deducting 226,893 shares (1992) and 165,266 shares (1991) in
treasury. . . . . . . : . . . . . .
-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





Total stockholders' cqwty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .











(15) Interim Period CoDlOlidated Operating Hi&hllghts (unaudited)
ConsolidAted operating highlights (unaudited) for the respective interim three-month reporting periods
for the years ended December 31, 1992 and 1991 are as follows:
t1Ine-MolIth Report1Dl Periods E&ded
Much 31, Jee 30, September 30, December 31,
Cia thOllAllGs ucept per Ihart Uta)
1992:
Total interest income. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 931,444 S 876,237 S 822,995 S 798,303
Total interest cxpc:n.se ....................... 593,526 528,153 486,751 461,983
Net interest income.. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . 337,918 348,084 336,244 336,320
Provision for loan losses ..................... 118,000 63,482 73,744 93,235
Net interest income aftQ provision for loan
losses ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 219,918 284,602 262,500 243,085
Other income .............................. 35,772 53,432 49,070 70,224
Other cxpc:n.ses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 232,698 270,888 260,835 297,790
Earnings before cumulative effect of accounting
change. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,992 67,146 50,735 15,519
Cumulative effect of change in accounting for
income taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47,677
Net earnings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 70,669 S 67,146 S 50,735 S 15.519
Earnings per common share:
Earnings before cumulative e1fect of
a~unting change.................... S 0.16 S 0.54 S 0.40 S 0.10
Cumulative effect of change in accounting
for income taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.41
Net earnings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 0.57 S 0.54 S 0.40 S 0.10
1991:
Total interest income. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sl,191,783 Sl,133,478 S1,057,854 Sl,003,670
Total interest cxpc:n.se ....................... 878,363 807,488 739,804 688,867
Net interest income. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 313,420 325,990 318,050 314,803
Provision for loan losses ..................... 42,373 57,413 33,376 61,900
Net interest income af\er provision for loan
losses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 271,047 268,577 284,674 252,903
Other income .............................. 4~;962 51,349 38,543 69,445
Other expenses ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261,191 259,136 258,074 258,338
Net earnings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 55,818 S 60,790 S 65.143 S 64,010




H. F. AHMANSON a COMPANY AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STA1'EMENTS-<CoDtiaued)
(16) Disclosures about Fair Value of FUW1cla1Inst:ruments
SFAS No. 107, ''Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments," requires that the Company
disclose estimated fair values for its financial instruments. Fair value estimates are based on relevant market
information and information about the various financial instruments. These estimates do not rc:Bect any
premium or discount that could result from offering for sale at one time the Company's entire holdings of a
particular financial instrument. Because no active market exists for a significant portion of the Company's
F.30
II l) CW) '- 0 Y\ e. Co~~.
I~~1 AnW\.Ju.\ ~t~e..- t
Concentrations of Credit Risk
A substantia] portion of the mortgage-backed securities held by BANC ONE are FNMA, FHLMC
and GNMA pass-through securities which are directly or inherently ba£:ked by the full faith and
credit of the United States government.
BANC ONE's rea] estate loans and loan commitments are primarily for properties located
throughout the Midwest and Southwest. Repayment of these loans is dependent in part upon the
economic conditions in those regions. BANC ONE evaluates each customer's creditworthiness on
a case by case basis. BANC ONE requires collateral on all real estate loans which consist
primarily of residential and income producing properties.
BANC ONE's credit card loans, installment loans and related Joan commitments are located
throughout the United States. Repayment of these loans is dependent in part upon the economic
conditions in each area. BANC ONE has approximately 8.3 million credit card accounts v.ith an
average outstanding balance of $581 and an average unfunded commitment of $2,437 per account.
BANC ONE does not require collateral on credit card loans, due to the low average balance of each
loan. The average balance per loan of the installment loan portfolio is $8,782. Collateral typically




Note 15: Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments
Provided below is the information required by Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No.
107, Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial [nstnlments (SFAS 107). These amounts
represent estimates of fair values at a point in time. Significant estimates regarding economic
conditions, loss experience, risk characteristics associated with particular financial instruments and
other factors were used for the purposes of this disclosure. These estimates are subjective in
nature and involve matters of judgement. Therefore, they cannot be determined with precision.
Changes in the assumptions could have a material impact on the amounts estimated.
While the estimated fair value amounts are designed to represent estimates of the amounts at
which these instruments could be exchanged in a current transaction between willing parties.
many of BANC ONE's financial instruments lack an available trading market as characterized by
v,;}ling parties engaging in an exchange transaction. In addition, it is BANC ONE's intent to hold
most of its financial instruments to maturity and therefore it is not probable that the fair values
shown will be realized in a current transaction.
The estimated fair values disclosed do not reflect the nJue of assets and liabilities that are not
considered financial instruments. In addition, the value of Jong-term relationships with depositors
(core deposit intangibles) and other customers (credit card intangibles) are not reflected. The
value of these items is significant.
Because of the wide range of valuation techniques and the numerous estimates which must be
made, it may be difficult to make reasonable comparisons of BANC ONE's fair value information to
that of other financial institutions. It is important that the many uncertainties discussed above be
considered .when using the estimated fair value disclosures and to realize that because of these
uncertainties, the aggregate fair value amount should in no way be construed as representative of
the underlying value of BANC ONE.
Cash and due from banks and ahort-term investments. Cash and short-term
instruments are by definition short-term and do not present any unanticipated credit issues.
Therefore, the c:anying amount is a reasonable estimate of fair value.
Securities. The estimated fair values of securities are provided in Footnote 3 to the financial
statements. These are based on quoted market prices, when available. If I quoted market price is
not available, fair value is estimated using quoted market prices for similar securities.
Loans. The c:anying amount (total outstandings excluding leases, unearned income and
reserve for loan and lease losses) and estimated fair value of loans outstanding at December 31,
1992 are $36.5 billion and $37.4 billion, respectively. In order to determine the fair values for
loans, the loan portfolio was segmented based on loan type, aedit quality and repricing
characteristics. For certain variable rate Joans with no significant credit concerns and frequent
repricings, estimated fair values are based on the carrying values. The fair values of other loans are
estimated using discounted cash Bow analyses. The discount rates used in these analyses are
r,
generally based on origination rates for similar loans of comparable credit quality. However, where
appropriate, adjustments have been made so as to more accurately reflect market rates. Maturity
estimates are based on historicaJ experience with prepayments and CUrTenteconomic and lending
conditions. The estimated fair value of credit card receivables is based on the present value of
cash flows arising from receivables outstanding at December 31, 1992 8Dddoes not include the
value associated with the relationships BANC ONE bas with iu aedit card CUItOmera.it therefore
re6ects neither the value associated with new receivables created bJ cmt~rs DOrthe value
associated with the fee income from credit card relationships. These values are significant.
Collection pools. The carrying amount of the Collection pools are I reasonable estimate of
the fair value.
Deposits. The carrying amount and estimated fair value of deposits outstanding at December
31, 1992 are $48.5 billion and $48.6 billion, respectively. Under SFAS 107, the fair value of
deposits with no stated maturity is equal to the amount payable on demand. Therefore, the fair
value estimates for these products do not reflect the benefits that BANC ONE receives from the
low-cost, long-term funding they provide. These benefits are signifiC4I1t.Tbe estimated fair
values of fixed rate time deposits are based on discounted cash flow analyses. Tbe discount rates
used in these analyses are based on market rates currently offered for deposits of similar remaining
maturities. Because of the repricing characteristics and the competitive nature of BANC ONE's
rates offered on variable rate time deposits, carrying amount is a reasonable estimate of the fair
value.
S~jort-tenn borrowings. Short-term borrowings reprice frequently and therefore the
carrying amount is a reasonable estimate of fair value.
Long-tenn borrowings. The carrying amount and estimated fair value of the long-term
borrov:ings outstanding at December 31, 1992 are $1.2 billion, and $1.3 billion, respectively. For
publicly traded debt, estimated fair values are based on quoted market prices. Where such prices
are not available, fair value is estimated using quoted market prices for similar instruments.
Interest rate swap agreements, interest rate futures, options, caps and Boors. The
carrying amount and estimated fair value of interest rate swaps at December 31, 1992 are $14
million and $246 million, respectively. The carrying amount and estimated fair value of all other
such instruments at December 31, 1992 are $3 million and $7 million, respectively. Carrying
amounts represent accrued or deferred income and fees arising from these financial instruments
and the estimated fair values represent a net unrealized gain. Where possible these estimated fair
values are based on quoted market prices. Where such prices do not exist, these values are based
on dealer quotes and generally represent an estimate of the amount that BANC ONE would receive
or pay to terminate the agreement at the reporting date, taking into account CUrTentinterest rates




Commitments to extend credit, standby letters of credit, and letters of credit.
Pricing of these financial instruments is based on the credit quality and relationship, fees, interest
rates, probability of funding, and compensating balance and other covenants or requirements. Loan
commitments generally have fixed expiration dates, are variable rate and contain termination and
other clauses which provide for relief from funding in the event that there is a significant
deterioration in the credit quality of the customer. MAny loan commitments are expected to, and
typically do, expire without being drawn upon. Approximate}y 85% of BANC ONE's commitments
to lend expire within one year, and 66% relate to commitments to lend on credit cards. The rates
and terms of BANCONE's commitments to lend, standby letters of credit and letters of credit
are competitive with others in the various markets in which BANC ONE operates. The carrying
amounts are reasonable estimates of the fair value of these financial instruments. Carrying
amounts are comprised of the unamortized fee income and, where necessary. reserves for any
expected credit losses from these financial instruments.
Note 16: Leases
The Corporation and its affiliates utilize certain bank premises and equipment under long-term
leases expiring at various dates. In certain cases, these leases contain renewal options and
generally provide that the Corporation and its affiliates will pay for insurance, taxes and
maintenance.
As of December 31, 1992, the future minimum rental payments required under noncancelable
operating leases '9.ith initial terms in excess of one year are as follows: {)per.tin,Leases
S (thousand& )






Later years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










Rental expense under operating leases approximated $101 million in 1992, $91 million in
























S (tbouaandl. acept ahare dltl)
Assets:
Cash and due from banks .......................................
Short-tenn investments (including Eurodollar placements and foreign
negotiable certificates of deposit of $209,578 and $651.666 at
December 31, 1992 and 1991) ................................
Securities:
Securities held for investment (market value approximates
$12,364,391 and $12.514,639 at December 31, 1992 and 1991)
Securities available for sale (market value approximates $1.722.954
at December 31, 1992) ....................................
TotaIleCUrities . . . .. . ... . .. . ... .
Loans and leases (net of unearned income of $542,764 and
$594,274 at December 31,1992 and 1991) .....................
Reserve for loan and lease losses ..............................
Net loans and leases...................................
Collection pools ...............................................
Other assets:
Bank premises and equipment, Det .............................
Interest ea.rned not collected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other real estate owned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Excess of cost over net assets of affiliates purchased. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





Interest bearing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total deposits ...........................................
Federal funds purchased and repurchase agreements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other short-tenn borrowings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Long-tenn borro"ings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Accrued interest payable.. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .
Other liabilities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total liabilities . . . .
Commitments and contingencies (Notes 14 and 17)
Stockholders' equit).:
Preferred stock, 35,000,000 shares authorized:
Class B convertible, no par value, 373,076 and 746,707 shares
issued and outstanding, at December 31, 1992 and 1991,
respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Series C convertible, no par value. 5,000,000 shares
issued and outstanding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,
Common stockholders' equity:
Common stock, DOpar value. $5 stated value. 600.000,000 shares
authoriz.ed, 232.081,689 and 228,203,233 shares issued and
outstanding, at December 31, 1992 and 1991, respectively
(December 31, 1991 shares reflect the 10% stock dividend
efiective February 14, 1992)................................
Capital in excess of aggregate stated value of common stock . . . . . . .
Retained earnings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total 8tockholders' equity. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .
"
. . . . . . .. . .. .
Total liabilities aDd stockholders' equity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































O. EARNINGS PER COMMON SHARE
The weighted-average number of shares used in the com.
putation of earnings per common share is as follows:
DoIllrs In ~nds 1992
COMMON SHARES
Average common shares




Convertible preferred Stock. . 60.426
Common stock options. . . . 575,923
Total. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . 95.841.764
Adjustments for preferred stock









The company originates financial instruments \'rith off-bal-
ance-sheet risk in the normal course of business, usualJ" for a
fee. primarily to meet the financing needs of its customers.
These financial instruments indude commitments to extend
credit, letters of credit and assets sold \'rith recourse. and
involve varying degrees of credit risk in excess of the amounts
reflected in the Statements of Financial Condition.
Commitments to extend credit are contractual obliga-
tions to lend to a customer as long as all established contrac-
tual conditions are satisfied. Commitments generally have
fixed expiration dates or other termination clauses.
Standby letters of credit and financial guarantees are con-
ditional commitments issued by the company to guarantee
the performance of a customer to a third party. Standby
letters of credit and financial guarantees are generally termi-
nated through the performance of a specified condition or
through the lapse of time.
Commercial letters of credit are conditional commit-
ments issued by the company to guarantee payment by a
customer to a third party upon proof of shipment or deliv-
ery of goods as agreed. Commercial ~ers of credit are used
primarily for importing or exporting goods and are temli-
nated when proper payment is made by the customer.
The company originates and services residential mortgage
loans to be sold in the secondary market. Some of these resi-
dential mortgages are sold witl1 provisions for recourse.
Residential mortgages sold with recourse are conventional
mortgages underwritten by the company in accordance with
its usua.Icredit and collateral policies.
The company's exposure to credit loss in the event of
non-performance by the other party to commitments to
extend credit, standby letters of credit, commercial letters of
credit and loans sold with recourse is represented by the
contractual or notional amount of these instruments. As
these off-balance-sheet financial instruments have essen.
tially the same credit risk involved in extending loans, the
company generally uses the same credit and collateral poli-
cies in making these commitments and conditional obliga-
tions as it does for on-ba1ance-sh~ instruments. Since
many of the commitments to extend credit. standby letters
of credit. commercial letters of credit and loan recourse pro-
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
visions are expected to expire without being dra\'r11upon.
the contractual or notional amounts do not nec~ri]v rep-
resent future cash requirements. .
At December 31, 1992 and 1991, financial instruments
having potential credit risk in excess of that reported in the
Statements of Financial Condition are as follows:
CootrKWal or Notional Amounu
Dollars in Thousands
Committnents to extend credit . . . . . . . .
Standby letters of credit and
financial guarantees . . . . . .
Commerdalletters of credit. . . . . . . . . . .









Q. FAIR VALUE OF
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
SFASNo. 107, "Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial
Instruments," requires disclosure of estimated fair values of
financial instruments, whether or not recognized in the
Statements of Financial Condition, for which it is practica.
ble to estimate such values. In cases where quoted market
prices are not available, fair value estimates are based on the
quoted market price of a financial instrument with similar
characteristics, the present value of expected future cash
fl?wS or other valuation techniques. all of which may be sig-
nificantly affected by the assumptions used. Therefore. these
values may not be substantiated by comparison to indepen-
dent markets and are not intended to reflect the proceeds
that may be realizable from offering for sale at one time the
rompany's entire holdings of a particular financial instru-
ment..furthennore, the company does not intend to dispose
of it significant portion of its financial instruments, and.
thus. any aggregate unrealized gains or losses should not be
interpreted as it forecast of future earnings and cash flows.
SFASNo. 107 exdudes certain financial instruments from
its disclosure requirements. such as obligations for pension
and other post-retirement benefits, deferred compensation
arrangements and leases. In addition, disclosure of fair value
estimates are not required for non.financial assets and liabil.
ities, such as fixed assets, intangibles and anticipated future
business.
In the company's opinion, the value of these non.finan-
ciaI items, which include tIUst and cm:I.1tcard relationships.
core depOsit intangibles and mortgage servicing rights. is sig-
nificantly in excess of their carrying amounts. However, the
company also beliews their value 15often only reliably
determinable in mns-length tDnSaCdons and may vary sig-
nificantly depending on specific ciJa.unstances. For these
reasons, no fair value estimates of these non-finandal1nstru-
ments are disclosed. As . result, .. toHow1ng fair values are
!tot comprehensiYe and therefoR do ftOt reflect the
underlying value of the ampmy.
The following methods and assumptions were used to estimate
the fair value of each material dass of finandal instruments:
Cash and short-tenn investments. For short-term instru-
ments (wroch include fedenJ funds sold. serorities pur-
chased under agreements to resell and other short-term
instruments), the carrying amount is a reasonable estimate
of fair value.
J.uHm ~. /."'. 5 3













1':OTES TO fl1':ANCIAl STATEME1':TS
Investment securities and trading account assets. For
trading account assets, fair values are based on quoted mar-
ket prices. For investment securities, fair value equals quoted
market price, if available. If a quoted market price is not
available, fair value is estimated using quoted market prices
for similar securities.
Loan receivables. For residential mortgage loans, fair
value is estimated using quoted market prices for sales of
whole loans y,ith similar characteristics, such as repricing
dates, product type, and size. For other homogeneous cate-
gories of loans, fair value is estimated using quoted market
prices for securities backed by similar loans, adjusted for dif-
ferences in loan characteristics.
The fair value of other types of loans, such as commercial,
commercial real estate, construction, and consumer loans
for which quoted market prices are not available, is esti-
mated by discounting expected future cash flows using cur-
rent rates at which similar loans would be made to
borrowerswith similarcreditratings and for the same re.
maining maturities. For non-accruing loans, fair value is esti-
mated by discounting e>--pectedfuture prindpal cash flows
only.
Deposit liabilities. The fair value of demand deposits and
cenain money market deposits is the amount payable on
demand at the reporting date. The fair value of fixed-matu-
rity certificates of deposit is estimated using rates currently
offered for deposits of similar remaining maturities.
Short-term boIToy,ings. For short-tenn bon-oy,ings
~which include federal funds purchased, securities sold
under agreements to repurchase and other short-term bor-
ro\'.ings), the carT)ing amount is a reasonable estimate of
fair value.
Long-term debt. Rates currently available to the com-
pany for debt y,ith similar tenns and remaining maturities
are used to estimate the fair value of existing debt.
Interest rate swap agreements. The fair value of interest
rate swaps is the estimated amount that the company would
pay to terminate the swap agreement at the reporting date,
taking into account current interest rates and the present
creditworthiness of the swap counterpa"rties.
Commitments to extend credit and other off.balance-
sheet finandal instJUments. The fair value of commit-
ments to extend credit and letters of credit is estimated
using the fees currently charied to enter into similar agree-
ments, taking into account the remaining terms of the
agreements and the present creditworthiness of the counter-
parties. The fair value of other off-baJance-sheet finandal
instruments is based on the estimated cost to terminate or
otherwise settle obligations y,ith the counterparties at the
reporting date.
The estimated fair values of the company's finanda.! instru-




Cash and shon-tmn investrnenU . . . . .
Tr3ding account a..s~ . . . . . . . .
-
. . . .
Investment securities. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
!.Dans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Less &lIowanCt for loan losses . . . . . . . .
!.Dans. ne1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FinanciaJ liabilities:
DeposiU:
WithoUt suted matUrities. . . . . . . . . .
With suted matUrities . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shon-tmn borrowings . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Long-term debt (excluding apiulized
leases) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unrerogniud financiaJ instrumenu:2
Interes1 rate swap-
net payable position . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CommitrnenU to extend credit . . . . . . .
Other off-balanCt-shee1
financiaJ instruments. . . . . . . . . . . . .
1A1cIi~ prrvjousl)'. ~ (air val... estimates and their rdlt~ arrymg amounu do
not Indudt tht nlut of non.fin&no&JinstNDIt1IU. such as ftx~ as~. tht \'&Jut of CUi.
tomtr rdltion.hips and tht Vllut of"lhu to rettlw futun m Incomt. A1I mult. thew
fair \-.1 art nOl comprdlerww and tMmOR do nO! mi«t tht undnlying valut of tht
complnr.
1Jnt amount> shown undn -arrying amounr" reprno:nt JCCN&J.01ddtrnd Incomt aru-
Ing born thew unrtroptiUd bnanci&l instNDIt1Iu.
R. REGULATORY RESTRICTIONS
The payment of clividends by affiliate banks is subject to cer-
tain regulatory restrictions. The most common restriction
requires regulatory approval of any clividends paid which wouId
cause total dividends for the most recent three fiscal years to
ex~ net income for the same period. Under this restriction,
S394 million was available for payment of dividends on
December 31,1992 y,ithout prior regulatory approval. The pay-
ment of clividends by affiliate banks is also limited by other fac-
tors, such as the maintenance of adequate capital for such
banks, as described more fully under Supm'isicm and Regulation
on page 59 of Form lOoK.
Banking affiliates are required by law to maintain non-inter-
est bearing deposits to meet reserve requirements. At December
31, 1992, these deposits totaled S357 million.
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STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION
CONSOUDA~ARNm BANKS, INC. AND AFFIUATIS
December 31-Oo\1.rl in ThouSinds
ASSETS
Cash and due from banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Federalfunds sold. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Securitiespurchased under agreements to resell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Investment securities (market value $6,946,858 in 1992 and $6,060,626 in 1991) ....
Investment securities held for sale (market value $798,310 in 1991) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tradingaccount securities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Loans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Less: Allowance for loan losses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unearned income. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net loans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Premisesand equipment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Investment in purchased affiliatesin excess of fair value of net assets acquired. . . . . . .
Valueof core deposits purchased. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other assets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LIABILITIES
Demand deposits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'.'
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOW accounts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Money market accounts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Savingsdeposits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Certificatesof deposit under $100,000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other time deposits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total deposits .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shon-term borro\\ings:
Federal funds purchased. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Securities sold under agreements to repurchase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Othershon.term borro\\ings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other liabilities ....................................................
Long-termdebt ....................................................
Totalliabilities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S HAREHO LD ERS' EQU ITY
Preferred stock. $.10 par value: 20.000,000 shares authorized:
Series A, outstanding 2.000,000 shares. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Series B, outstanding 18.813 and 29.479 shares. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Series C, outstanding 2.300.000 shares. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Common stock. $2 par value: 200.000.000 shares authorized;
issued. 96,643.433 and 91,991,680 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . .
Contributed capital .................................................
Retained earnings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Less: Employee stock ownership plan obligation.
collateralized by 3,539.884 and 3,939.763 shares. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total shareholders' equity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total liabilities and shareholders' equity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The .ccom~ring Notes to FinancW Sutemmts a~ an tntegra] pan of these financial sutemmu.
SignifiC&Dt Assets Carrying Estimated
hi BillicfIJ of DoUart Value Fair Value
Loans(') 1131.5 1133.3
Investment Securities 15.1 15.4
Trading Account Assets 17.1 17.1
Other Financial Assets(t) 29.4 29.3
c.:.{.:
~r~
19, ES'TIMATED FAIR VAUJE OF FINANCIAL
INSTiUME~'TS
The accompanying tables provide disclosure of the estimated
fair value of Citicorp's financial instruments, presented in
accordance with the requirements of Statement of Financial
Accounting Standards No. 107 issued by the Financial Accounting
Standards Board. The disclosures include all financial instru-
ments other than specified items such as leases, subsidiary and
amIiate investments, and pension and benefit obligations, and the
disclosures exclude the effect of taxes and other expenses that
would be incurred in a market transaction.
Various limitations are inherent in the data, including the
fo11owing:
. The data excludes a wide range of franchise, relationship, and
intangible \'4lues, which are integral to a full assessment of
Citicorp's financial position and the value of its net assets. These
items are excludedfrom the FASB requirements even where they
ma)' be bought and sold in the market, such as the values of core
deposits and credit card relationships, which can carry significant
premium market values.
. The data excludes non-financial assets and liabilities, such as
premises and equipment and real estate holdings.
. Primary and secondaYJ'market prices and rates are used
extensive!)'in estimating values, even where the markets are
thin.
. While the data represents management's best estimates, much
of the data is fundament.a11ysubjective, involving a range of
methodologies and assumptions.
The methodologies and assumptions used depend on the terms
and risk characteristics of the various instruments and include
the follov;ing:
. Quoted market prices are used for most securities and for
loans where 8\'ai1able, as well as for liabilities with quoted prices.
. For performing loans where no quoted market prices are avail-
able, contractual cash fiows are discounted at quoted secondary
market rates or estimated market rates if 8\'ailable. Otherwise,
current market origination rates for loans with similar terms and
risk characteristics are used.
. For loans with doubt as to collectibility, expected cash fiows
are discounted using an appropriate rate considering the time of
collection and a premium for the uncertainty of the fiaws. The
value of collateral is also considered.
. For liabilities without ~oted market prices, market borrowing
rates of interest are used to discount contractual cash fiows.
As detailed in the following tables, the estimated fair values of
Citicorp's financial instruments, in the aggregate, exceed the
carrying value by approximately $1.6 billion at December 31, 1992.
Fair values can vary from period to period based on changesin a
wide range of factors, including interest rates, credit quality, and
market perceptions of value,and u msting usets and liabilities
run off and new items are generated.
(1) The carrying nhle of Io&nsiI net of the allowance for mdit ~ and allo mludu
J4.3 billion olleue 6nance reeeiTab~s. Enimated fair nlue rdecu a reduction of
Ippraximatel)' 10,4 billion representing amounU relaud ~oomrniunenu and
.
contin,ent iternJ and an increase of appro1im&lely ~.1 bilhOll representing es11ma1ed
fair nlue arnogI\U related 10 outlWlding interUt rue and Ioreicn GI:h&nge
conUICU desi&naud u hedlts of loans, based on tVTmrt manet ntes
(2) Inclucle~ cash and due from banks. deposits at intmst wil.ll banks: federaJ funds sold
and IeC1Irities purchased under resale .,reemenu. and c1llUllllen acceptance
liabilit)', for which the carryiJl& nI1Ie iI a reasonable estimate of fair niue, u well u
banci&! instnnaenU Included in intereSt and fees reeeiTable and other UIeU OIlthe
balance sheet wil.ll a carrying Talue and an estimated fair Talue bol.ll approximately
19,~ billion. Estimated fair Talue aIao re!!ecU a recluctiorl of approximately 10.1
billion repre$tflting estim&led fair nJue UDOIInu related 10 outstanding intemt rue
and fore ill' ach&nre oontnCts _ilnated U beclaes 01 other banciaJ wets, based
01\ current manet rates.
The estimated fair value of loans refiects credit deterioration
since the loans were made, changes in interest rates in the case
of fixed rate loans, and premium values at origination of certain
loans. The following paragraphs comment on portfolios where the
comparison to fair value may be of particular interest.
The estimated fair value of Citicorp's loans, in the aggregate, is
greater than the carrying value despite depressed rea! estate
values. Fair values for cash-basis loans within the North America
commercial rea! estate portfolio are estimated using the ~as is"
appraisal methodology, which assumes that all underlying proper-
ties are sold under current market conditions and reduces the
estimated value of the property by a full profitmargin for the pur-
chaser. Values are ascribed to performing loans by discounting
contractual cash fiows at estimated origination rates for loans
with similar terms in the current market, ful1y considering the
risk characteristics of the individual loans, as well as the illiquid-
ity in the rea! estate markel Amounts are also included related
to commitmentsand contingent items evaluated on a consistent
basis with on-balance sheet exposure. The resulting fair valuesI
are less than the carrying value,before considering the allowance
for credit losses, by approximately $1.6billion. This is substan-
tially offsetby applicable reserves.
Significant U&bilities Carrying Estimated
Irl Billions of Dollars VaJue Fair Value
Non.lnterest.Bearing Deposits $ 18.8 $ 18.8
IntereSt-Bearing Deposits 125.4 125.6(1)
Other FinanciaJ Liabilities(JJ 32.2 32.311)
Long-Term Debt 16.9 17.0m
Subordinated Capita! Notes and
Redeemable Preferred StOCk 3.3 3.3
The estimated fair value of cash-basis outstandings in the refi-
nancing countT)' portfolio exceeds the carrying value due to
write-offs pTe\'iously taken and the inclusion of the fair value of
unpaid interest. The fair \'a1ue of performing loans to countries
that have successfull)' refinanced their debts (some of which are
no longer included in the refinancing portfolio) is less than the
c:anying value by amounts aggregating approximately S1.1billion,
reftecting secondaT)' market prices.
Estimated fair values of consumer mortgage, credit card, and
other consumer loans exceed their caming values, net of the
allowance,by approximately S2.2 billion, refiecting secondary
market prices.
(J) Estimated fair nlilt amOllnu relltet a reduction of appnmmatel)' SO.S billion. an
increase of 50.1 billior.. and a reduction of 10.2 biUion ~W\ting estimated fair
~11It amounu related 10 outstanding intereSt rate and fenign exchan~ CDntraCU
designated as hed~s of inlel'eSt-baring deposits. purcJweod funds and other
borr01fings and Iong.term debt. respecti\,,!}. baled Dr\ current rurket rates.
(2) Includes securities sold. DOt~ purdwed. carried 81maM nllIt; fedm.J funds
purclwed and securities sold ander repurclwe aamments and acceptances
outstanding. for ,'h,ch tilt carrying ",lilt is a reasonablt estimate 01 fair \"IIIIt: and
commerciaJ paper. other funds borr01fed. and financiaJ instruments inclucied in other
liabilitiu 01\ the balance Jheet. with a carrying vaJllt and an estimated fair vaJllt
both apprc:DDt&1in£ 1Ii.4 billion.
Under the FASB requirements, the estimated fair \'a1ue of
deposits withno fixed maturity excludes the premium values
available in the market for such deposits, and the estimated value
is shawn in the table as being equal to the carJ')ing value.The
estimated fair \'3.lue of interest-bearing deposits refiects changes
in market rates since the deposits were taken.
The limited degree of divergence between the caming values
and estimated fair values of liabilities refiects the relatively short
time periods to repricing in most funding categories, along with
the careful management of pricerisk exposure throughout
Citicorp's businesses.
20. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Citicorp and its subsidiaries are obligated under a number of non-
cancelable leases for premises and equipment. Minimum rental
commitments on non-cancelable'leases are in the aggregate
S2,187million, and for eachof the five years subsequent to
December 31,1992. are $361 million (1993), S312million (1994),
S269 million (1995), S222 million (1996), and S200 million
(1997). The ininimum rental commitments do not include mini-
mum sublease rentals u~r non-cancelable subleases of $133
million. Mostof the leases have renewal orpurchase options and
escalation clauses. Rentalexpense was $586 million in 1992 net of
S39 million sublease rentarincome, S555 million in 1991net of
S36 million sublease rental income. and $572 millionin 1990 net
of S37 million sublease rental income.
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At December 31,1992, certain investment securities, trading
account assets, and other assets with a carrying value of $11,169
million were pledged as collateral for bcrn:Iwings, to secure pub-
lic and trust deposits, and for other purposes.
Various legal proceedings are pending against Citicorp and its
subsidiaries. Citicorp management coosiders that the aggregate
liabili~', if any,resulting fram these proceedings will not be
material.
!L ACCOtTh'TING CHANGES
During the third quarter of 1991Citicorp changed. effective Janu-
ary 1, 1991,its accounting practice for investments of its venture
capital subsidiaries,wherebj' these investments are carried at
fair \'alue, with changes in fair value recognized in earnings. Pre-
viously, these investments were carried at the lower of aggregate
cost or fair value, The new accounting practice moreproperly
refiects the business objective of Citicorp's venture capital activi.
ties, which is to achievereturns through the appreciation in value
of these investments, and conforms to the preferable accounting
practice for venture capital activities.
During the fourth quarter of 1990, Citicorp changed, effective
January 1, 1990, its accounting practice for certain interest rate
and foreignexchangerelated derivativeproducts to conform \\ith
prevalent accounting practices in the financial services industT)'.
This change enhances the comparability of Citicorp's financial
statements with the financial statements of other financial insti-
tutions. Under the new practice, Citicorp defers at the inceptionof
each contract the portion ofthe initial market \'a1ue attributable
to ongoing servicing and operational costsand amortizesthis
amount into trading account or foreign exchange revenue over the
life of the contract. Previously, the full trading spread included
within the initial market valuation was deferred and amortized
over the life of the contract. Credit risk is controlled through
credit approvals, limits, and monitoring procedures, with the
recognition in earnings of unrealized gains dependent on manage-
ment'sassessment as to their collectibilit)'.
The cumulative effects of the accounting changes are reported
separatelj' on the 1991and 1990 Consolidated Statements of Oper-
ations, net of related costs and income taxes. The income tax
effects include the financial recognition of U.S. federal tax bene-












































. 11.181 1 9,489
-1213,701$216,922
OONSOI.m\TED BALANCE SHEET
hi J/iJlicfIJ of DoUoI"f
A8etI
Cash and Due from Banks
Deposits at IntereSt with Banks
IDvestmen1 Securities (Note I)
At.Cost (Wa.ttet value 16,504 in 1992 and 111,751 in 1991)
At. Lower of Aggn:ga!.e Cost or Market Value (MarlIet value $7,574 in 1992 and 11,867 in 1991)
At.Fair Value
Trading Account Assets
Federa.! Funds Sold and Securities Purchased Under Res&Ie Agn!ements
l.c&ns, Net (Notes 2, 3 and 4)
Consumer (Net of unearned income of $1,169 in 1992 and $1,645 in 1991)
Ccrnmercial (Net of unearned income of 5194 in 1992 and 5248 in 1991)
l.cans, Net of Unearned Income
AlIonnce for Credit l.csses
Totall.cans, Net
Customers' Acceptance Liability
Premises and Equipment, Net (Note 5)
Interest and Fees Receivable
0the1 Assets (Notes 6,14, and 18)
TtUl
Uahllitiea
Non-Interest-Bearing Deposits in U.S. Offices
Interest-Bearing Deposits in U.S. Offices
Non-lnterest.Bearing Deposits in Offices Outside the U.S.
Interest.Bearing Deposits in Offices Outside the U.S.
Total Deposits
Securities Sold, Not Yet Purthased
Purchased Funds and Other Bo!"l'09iings (Note 7)
Acceptances Outstanding
Accrued Tues &nd Other Expenses
Other Liabilities
l.cng-Tenn Debt (Note 8)
Subordinated Capital Notes (Note 9)
Redeemable Preferred Stock (Note 10)
8toc.kholden' Equity
Prefel'red Stock (Note 11)
Common Stock (51.00 par value) (Note 12)
Issued Sha.res: 391,888,124 in 1992 and 371,620,350 in 1991
Surplus
Retained Earnings
Common Stock in Treasury, &1 Cost




















of approximately 5135.000 which will be recognized as the EPS
preferred stock is redeemed. Redemption of the EPS preferred
stock is mandatory. with level redemption payments over a five
year period beginning in 1996. The Corporation's net investment
in EPs, $68,297 at December 31,1992. is included in other assrts.
3. Fair Values of FinanciallnstnJments
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 107.
-Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments" (FAS
107), requires disclosure of fair value information about financial
instruments, whether or not required to be recognized in the
balance sheet. for which it is practicable to estimate that value.
FAS 107 defines a financial instrument as cash. evidence of own-
ership interest in an entity, or a contractual obligation or right
that will be settled with another financial instrument. In ca.ses
where quoted market prices are not available, fair values are based
on estimates using discounted cash Bow or other valuation tech-
niques. Those techniques are significantly affected by the assump-
tions used. including the discount rate and estimates of future
cash flows. Fair value estimates derived through those techniques
cannot be substantiated by comparison to independent markets
and. in many cases. could not be realized in immediate settlement
of the instrument. FAS 107 excludes certain financial instruments
and all nonfinancial instruments from its disclosure require-
ments. Accordingly. the aggregate fair value amounts presented
do not represent the underlying value of the Corporation.
Fair value estimates. methods, and assumptions are set forth
below for the Corporation's financial instruments.
Cash and due from banks and short-tenn Instruments The carry-
ing amounts reported in the balance sheet for cash and due from
banks and sbort-term instruments approximate their fair values.
Short-term instruments include: time deposits; Federal funds
sold; and securities purchased under agreements to resell. all of
which generally have original maturities of less than 90 days.
Investment securities Fair values for investment securities are
based on quoted market prices. where available. If quoted market
prices are not l\'Ii1able. fair values are based on quoted market
prices of comparable instruments. See Note 5 for the carrying
value and estimated fair value Q{investment securities.
Tradlna account securities Fair values for the Corporation's trad-
ing account securities. which also are the amounts recognized in
the balance sheet. are based on quoted market prices where avail-
able. If quoted market prices are not available, fair values are
based on quoted market prices o{ comparable instruments.
Loans Fair values are estimated for loans in groups with similar
financial and risk characteristics. Loans are segregated by type
including: commercial and industriaJ, commercial real estate;
residential real estate; credit card and other consumer; financial
institutions; factoring receiva.bles; and foreign. Each loan type
is further segmented into fixed and variable rate interest terms
and by performing and non-performing categories in order to
estimate {air values.
f\ ~()Jo'\~ Co.\ c.." f .
~"\ \ ~e..t.,.+
The fair value of fixed rate performing loans is calculated by dis-
counting scheduled principal and iDta'est cash flows through the
estimated maturity using estimated market discount rates that
reflect the credit and interest rate risk inherent in the loan type at
December 31. 1992. The estimate of maturity is based on the
Corporation's historical experience with repaymenu (or each loan
type, modified by an estimate of the effect of current economic
and lending conditions. For performing residentiaJ mortgage
loans, fair value is estimated by discounting contractual cash
Bows adjusted {or prepayment estimates wing discount rates
based on secondary market sources.
For credit card loans. cash Bows and maturities are estimated
based on contractual interest rates and historical experience and
are discounted using secondary market rates adjusted for differ-
ences in servicing and credit costs.
For variable rate loans that reprice frequently and which have
experienced no significant change in credit risk. £air values are
based on carrying amounts.
Fair value for non-performing loans is based on discounting
estimated cash Bows using a rate commensurate with the risk
associated with the estimated cash Bows. Assumptions regarding
cash flows, and discount rates are determined wing available
market information and specific borrower information.
The following table presents carrying amounts and estimated fair
values for loans at December 31,1992. Disclosures about fair
value oflea.se financing receivables. which totaled S436.809 at
December 31,1992, are not required by FAS 107. accordingly. the




Commercial, industrial and other ....







Total loans. acluding lease
financing .
Allowancefor loan los.ses .................
Net loans. acluding leasefinancin&..
The fair value estimate {or credit ani loans is based on the value
of existing loans at December 31.1992. This estimate does not
include the benefit that relates to estimated cash flows from new
loans expected to be generated from existing cardholders over the
remaining life of the portfolio. That benefit is estimated to be
1992
U.S.T=ry ........ 5 750,556 S 16,113 52,584 5 764.085
U.S.Govmunent
agencies ........... 1.331,243 14.250 5.337 1.340,156
State and municipal. 372.943 1i,704 361 390,286
Other:
Dominic......... . 121,084 27.085 545 147.624
Foreign ............ 34.365 24.381 58.746
Total iIIvestm ent
securlues ....... 52.610.191 599,533 S8.827 52.700.897
-== -====
1991
U.s. Treasury......... S 600.627 S2S,!86 S 7 S 626.506
U.s. Government
agencies ........... 979,478 29,806 21 1.009,263
State and municipal. 367.475 17,979 851 384.603
Other:
Domestic ......... 170.303 5.492 511 175,284
Foreign ............ 146.886 1,199 550 147,535
Total investment
securities ...... 52,264,769 580.362 51.940 52.343.191
- -===
CortStDres FiMnriIIl Corp IINl ~bsi4iarW
Notes to the Financial Statements: CcnrinueQ
(dollar amounu in thouWlds)
3. Fair Values of Financial Instruments: Ccnrinutd
approximately 562 million at December 31, 1992 and is neither
included in the fair yalue estimate for credit card loans, nor
recorded as an intangible asset in the consolidated balance sheet.
Deposit liabilities The fair values disclosed for demand deposits
(non-interest bearing checking accounts, NOW accounts, savings
accounts, and mone)' market accounts) are, by FAS 107 defini-
tion, equal to the amount payable on demand at the reporting
date (i.e. their carrying amounts). The carrying amounts for vari-
able-rate, fixed-term certificates of deposit approximate their fair
values at December 31,1992. Fair values for fixed-rate certificates
of deposit are estimated using a discounted cash flow ca1cuJation
that applies interest rates offered on certificates at December 31,
1992 to an estimate of aggregate expected maturities for those
certificates of deposit.
The follo ing table presents carrying amounts and estimated fair









Total domestic deposits .............


















The estimated fair values above do not include the benefit that
results from the low-cost funding provided by core deposit liabili-
ties as compared to the cost of borrowing funds in the financial
markets. That benefit, commonly referred to as a deposit base
intangible, is estimated to be approximately $0400,000to 5600,000
at December 31,1992 and is neither considered in the above
estimated fair value amounts nor recorded is an intangible asset
in the consolidated balance sheet. The core deposit base intangi-
ble was determined b)' using a discounted cash flow approach to
value the spread between the cost of core deposit liabilities and
the cost of alternative borrowing sources over the estimated lives
of the core deposit liabilities.
Short-term funds bol"l"OWedThe carrying amounts of Federal
funds purchased, securities sold under agreements to repurchase,
commercia] paper and other short-term borrowings approximate
their fair values.
Long-term debt The fa.irvalues for long-term debt are based on
quoted market prices where available. If quoted market prices are
not available, fair values are estimated using discounted cash flow
analyses based on the Corporation's borrowing rates at December
31. 1992 for comparable types of borrowing arrangements. See
Note 11 for additional information regarding the carrying \'i1ue
and estimated fair value oflong-term debt.
Off-balance sheet Instruments Fair values for the Corporation's
futures, forwards, interest rate swaps. options, interest rate caps
and floors, and foreign exchange CDDtraCUare based on quoted
market prices (futures); current settlement values (forwards);
quoted market prices of comparable instruments (foreign cur-
rent)' exdunge contracts); or, if there are no relevant comparable
instruments, on pricing models or formulas using current
assumptions (interest rate swaps. interest rate caps and floors, and
options). The fair value of commitments to extend credit other
than credit card is estimated using the fees currently charged to
enter into similar agreements, taking into account the remaining
terms of the agreements and the present creditWorthiness of the
counterparties. For fixed rate loan commitments, fa.irvalue also
considers the difference between current levels of interest rates
and the committed rates. The fa.irvalue of standby and commer-
cia] letters of credit is based on fees currently charged for similar
agreements or on the estimated cost to terminate them or other-
wise settle the obligations with the counterparties. See Note 16 for
the notional value and estimated fair value of the Corporation's
off-balance sheet financia] instruments.
,-
.'
4. Cash And Due From Banks
The Corporation's banking subsidiaries are required to maintain
reserve balances with the Federal Reserve Bank. The average
amount of those reserve balances for the years ended December
31,1992 and 1991 were approximatel}' 5267,000, and 5293,000,
respectively.
5. Investment Securities
The carrying and market values of investment securities at
December 31,1992 and 1991 were as follows:
Gross Gross
CmTying lhrrrAliwI Unreliliztd Marlct1
Va]ut Gains Losses Value '.
.'
-




Cash and due from banks (Note 4) ......
Time deposit$,principall)' Eurodollars ..........
Investment securities (market value: 1992-52,700.897; 1991-52,343,191) (Note 5) .....................
Loans (Nott 6):
Domestic:







Total10ans. net ofuneamed cliscounts ofS161.070 in 1992 and $189,209 in 1991 .................
Less: AllOv.-ance for loan 10sses (Note 7) .......................................................................
Net loans .....................................................................................................
Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell :..........................
Trading account securities ..........................................................................................
Due from CUStomerson acceptances ..............







Interest bearing (Note 9) .......................
Overseasbranchesand subsicliaries(Note9) .................................................................
Total deposits ................................................................................................
Short-ttrm funds borrowed (Note 10) ...........
Bank acceptancesoutstanding .....................................................................................
Other liabilities (Note 13) ~.....................................................................
Long-term debt (Note 11) ..................
Total liabilities ......................,
Commitments and Contingent liabilities (Note 16)
Shareholders' Equity(Notes 11,12, 14,and 20)
Common stock: $1 par ,-a1ue;authoriz.ed 80.0 million shares; issued 58.5 million shares in 1992and
57.3 million shares in 1991(including treasury shares of.l million in 1992and.2 million in 1991) ..
Total shareh01ders' equity .........




































































by limiting the net exposure through policies, procedures and monitoring. The Company
manages its credit risk, or potential risk of loss from contract nonperformance by a Counter-
part)', through credit limit appro\'al and monitoring procedures. The aggregate replacement
cost of contracts in a gain position at December 31, 1992 was not significant.
Hortpps Sold With Recourse >The Company v..asobligated under various recourse provi-
sions relating to residential and muhi-family mortgages sold with recourse, totaling $.4 billion
at December 31,1992 and $1.0 billion at December 31, 1991. All of the loans sold are colla-
teralized by real estate mortgages and a portion of the loans sold are supported by either go\'-
ernment-sponsored or private mortgage insurance.
Commitments to Sell Loans >The Company is committed under agreements, which are not
expected to result in loss to the Company, to sell mortgage loans pursuant to mandatory deli,".
ery contracts tQtaling$376 million at December 31,1992 and $99 million at December 31,1991.
Credit Concentrations> The Company lends to borrowers in a wide varieey of industries.
Lending is concentrated in the region where the Company has banking offices.
The Company's commercial and financial portfolio includes loans to financial ser\'ices
companies totaling 12 percent of total loans as of December 31, 1992 and 1991. The geo-
graphic distribution of the commercial and financial portfolio is concentrated in the Company's
operating region, with approximately 70 percent of amounts outstanding to borrowers located
in Minnesota, Colorado, Wisconsin, Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota. Collateral
held may include marketable securities, accounts recei\'able and inventory.
For detail ofthe Company's real estate portfolio by project type and geography as of
December 31, 1992 and 1991, see Table 8 on page 30 from which such information is
incorporated by reference into these Notes to Financial Statements. Such loans are collateral-
ized by the related property.
For detail of the Company's consumer loan portfolio by loan type see Table 7 on page:
28 under the category "Consumer" as of December 31, 1992 and 1991 from which such
information is incorporated by reference into these Notes to Financial Statements. Of tOtal
residential morrgage loans and credit card balances outstanding at year-end 1992, approxi-
mately 76 percent were to customers located in the Company's operating region. Residential
mortgages, home equit)' and auto loans are secured, but other consumer loan ~'pes are gener-
ally nor secured.
NOTE M > FAIR VALUES OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
In December 1991, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued Statement No. 107,
"Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments." This statement requires the disclo-
sure of the fair \'alue of all financial instruments for which it is practicable to estimate that
\'alue. Financial instruments are generally defined as cash, equi~' instruments or investments
and contracrual obligations to payor receive cash or another financial instrument. In defining
fair value, the statement indicates quoted market prices are the preferred means of estimating
the value of a specific instrument, but in tho cases where market quotes are not a''ailable. fair
'\'alues should be determined using \'arious'valuation techniques such as discounted cash now
calculations or by using pricing models or services.
Due to the natUre of its business and the financing needs of its customers, the Company
is involved with a large number offinaneial instruments, the majoriry ofwhich are not acth'ely
tr2ded. Accordingly, the Company has used various valuation techniques to estimate the fair
value of its financial instruments. These techniques are significantly affected by the assump-
tions used, including the discount rate, the estimated timing and amount of cash nows and the
aggregation methods for valuing similar products. In this regard, the resulting fair \'alue esti.
mates can not be substantiated by comparison to independent markets, and in a majority of
the cases, could not be realized by the immediate sale or settlement of the instrument. Also,
the estimates reneCt a point in time valuation that could change significantly based on
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changes in outside economic factors. such as the general level of interest rates. Finally. the
required disclosures exclude the estimated values of certain financial instruments and all
nonfinancial instrument cash flows and is not intended to provide or estimate a market value
of the Company. The following assumptions were used by the Company in estimating the fair
value of the specific financial statements:
Cash and Cash Equivalents: Cash and cash equivalents have no interest rate or credit risk com-
ponent and their carrying value was assumed to approximate fair value.
Securities: Generally, these items were valued using available market quotes. In some
instances. for securities that are not widely traded. market quotes for comparable securities
were used.
Loans: The loan portfolio consists of both variable rate and fixed rate loans. The fair \'alue
for commercial variable rate loans, most of which reprice within the next three months or are
subject to immediate repricing, was assumed to equal ca~'ing value. For all nonaccrualloans,
the projected cash flows were reduced by the amount of estimated losses on a loan specific
basis and discounted over an assumed average remaining life of tWoyears. The fair value of
fixed rate loans was estimated using discounted cash flow analyses, as described below.
Commercial and Industria!: In order to apply a discounted cash flow analysis. loans were
aggregated into "pools" of similar types and expected repayment terms. The discount
rates applied to the pools were based on the current rates for loans with similar matUri-
ties and credit risks. Current loan rates include a component for credit risk which has
proven to be adequate. in the aggregate. for futUre loan losses. The expected cash flows
were redUced for estimated historical prepayment experience. The fixed rate loans in
the commercial and industrial portfolio had a weighted average rate of 8.1 percent and a
weighted average matUrity of 3.1 years. The average discount rate used to value these
loans was 7.3 percent.
CommerOaJ Real Estate and Construction: Commercial real estate and construction
loans were \'alued using a discounted cash flow analysis. The fixed rate portion of this
portfolio (excluding nonaccruals) had a weighted average interest rate of 9.4 percent and
a weighted average remaining maturity of 4.4 years. The average discount rate used to
value these loans was 10.2 percent.
Residential Fint Mortgages: Residential first mortgage loans were segregated into pools
of similar coupons and maturities. These "pools" were then matched to similar mon-
gage-backed securities and market quotes were obtained. In addition. the fair \'alue of
the mortgage servicing rights related to these mortgages was estimated using a dis-
counted cash flow analysis and included in the fair value. The fiXed rate portion of this
portfolio had a weighted average interest rate of8. 7 percent with a weighted average
contractual final remaining matUrity of 180 months.
Second Hortpges and Consumer Installment: Fair \'alues for second mortgages and
consumer installment loans were estimated using a discounted cash flow analysis. Loans
were grouped into pools with similar characteristics and a \'alue was computed using
current loan rates for similar loans. A p~epayment assumption of 20 percent "''as applied
to scheduled cash flows, based upon the Company's experience with these assets. The
consumer installment loans had a weighted average interest rate of 11.0 percent and a
weighted average remaining matUrit). of 1.3 years. The weighted average discount rate
used "''as 9.4 percent. The second mortgage loans had a \\'Cighted average interest rate
of 10.5 percent and a weighted average remaining term of 2.4 years. The weighted aver-
age discount rate applied to second mortgage loans was 8.7 percent.
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Revotving Home Equity and Consumer Unes: Fair value of revolving lines was based on
terms of the existing loans and included the estimated value of the customer relation-
ship. This approach is similar to that used by the Company to evaluate potential acquisi-
tions of portfolios of this type. Estimated net interest income. noninterest income.
expenses and account anrition were discounted on an after-taX basis using a 12 percent
estimated cost of capital. The home equity lines had a weighted average interest rate of
7.9 percent and a weighted average life of 8.6 years. Credit card loans had a weighted
average interest rate of 15.2 percent and an average life of 4.6 years. Other revolving
lines had a weighted average interest rate of 10.8 percent and a weighted average life of
5.9 years.
Deposit Uabilities: The fair value of demand depositS, savings accountS and certain money
market depositS is defined by SFAS 107 to be equal to the amount payable on demand at the
date of the financial statementS. (See core deposit intangibles below.) Fair values for fixed rate
certificates of deposits were estimated using a discounted cash flow analysis using the current
certificate of deposit yield curve to establish discount rates. The weighted average interest
rate for the certificate of depositS was 5.7 percent and the weighted average matUrity was
1.2 years. The weighted average discount rouewas 3.9 percent.
Short-Term Borrowinrs: Federal funds purchased. borrowings under repurchase agreementS
and other short-term borrowings are at variable rates or have short-term matUrities and their
carrying value is assumed to approximate their fair value.
Long-Term Debt: Medium-term notes and mortgage note obligations totaling $346 million
were valued with a discounted cash flow analysis using current market rates of similar matUr-
ity debt securities to discount cash flows. The weighted average interest rate was 9.5 percent
and the weighted average maturi~' was 2.6 years. Other long-term debt instrumentS were
valued using available market quotes.
Loan Commitments. Letters of Credit and Guarantees: The substantial majority of the
Company's commitmentS have variable rates and do not expose the Company to interest rate
risk. No premium or discount was ascribed to loan commitmentS because when funded,
virtually all funding will be at current market rates.
Inter-est Rate Swaps, Options. F~ and Caps: The interest rate s ap cash flows were esti-
mated using a third pa~' pricing model and discounted based on appropriate LIBOR, Euro
futon: and Treasury 'yield curves. Interest rate options were ,'alued using a Black-Scholes
option pricing model.
Core Deposit Intangible: Core depositS provide a stable. low-cost source of funds which can be
invested to earn a return greater than the cost of set\'icing the depositS. The fair value of the
Company's core depositS was estimated using a discounted cash flow model which estimates
the presen~ value of the difference between the ongoing cost of the core depositS and the cost
of alternative funds at current market Tates.This is the same method the Company uses in
calculating the value of the core deposit intangible of an acquired bank. Under this method
the Company's cort deposit intangible had an' estimated fair value of $356 million as of
December 31,1992, and $319 million at December 31,1991.
"
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Itn 1"1
ValuedIt
ValuedIt Other T!wI 'b:aJ
Carryin& Carrfrc& CarTyirc f8Ir ~Fair
(Dol1v1 WIMillions) Amount Amount Amount Value Am:u'It 'hJue
FNnciaI Assets:
Cast\ and due from banks .................................. S 1.657 S
-
S 1.657 $ 1.657 $ 1.<405 S 1.~5
FeOenI funds sold and resale qreements .................... 1.so2
-
1.so2 1,S03 1,191 1,191
kurat~ depositswithbanks... ......... .... ........
-
301 301 301 360 360
TradW1cICaM1t .......................................... 93
-
93 93 151 151
Securities held for RIe ....................................
-
274 274 274 336 342
1n..tstJ..e:nt ~.....................................
-
3.053 3,053 3,090 1.866 1.911
Loans:
CommerCal and fllWlCW .................................. 4.704 1,793 6.497 6.491 6.459 6.454




2.so2 2.502 2.554 1.827 1.903
Mortra&e$ held for RIe ................................
-
658 658 658 736 736
Home equity and second mortpge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141 991 1,132 1,176 923 963
Credit ard andm-oIvirI&hnes ..........................
-
1,910 1,910 2.069 1.825 1.975,
InsuIfment and other .................................. 84 712 796 795 994 1.001
Student ..............................................
-
229 229 229 229 229
L.use fllWlCing ........................................... 55 122 177 177 141 141
Fcnign .................................................. 50 IS 65 65 74 74






Toalloans ........................................ 15.054 15.648 14J91 I 14.867
Toal fllW\Cial assets ................................ 21,934 22.S66 19.600 I 20J27
Nonf~ Assets:
Core deposit intangible .......................................
-
4S 48 356 15 319
t1ortp:e servicing portfolio ..................................
-
68 68 100 58 64
Toal ............................................. $22.050 $23.022 $19.673
I
$20.610
Other assets ................................................ 1,477 1.152 I
Toal Assets ....................................... $23.527 $20.825
Financial liabilItieS:
Domestic Deposits:
Noninterest-burin& demand and Other .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 5JI5 $
-
$ 5.215 S 5.215 $ 4,075 S 4.075
Interest-burinzs:avinrsandcheck.i0l.................... 7,002
-
7.002 7.002 5JI7 5.717
Savin:s and jumbo certiflC3te$ ..........................
-
6.271 6.271 6.<401 6.704 6.905
Fcnirn depositsinterest-burinz . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . _.. . . . . . . . .
-
55 55 55 63 63
Totaldeposits. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . 12.217 6.326 18.543 18.673 16.559 16.760
Federal funds purdwed ................................... 587 -, 587 587 498 498
SecuriUesoldunderqreementHo ~... .. . .. . .. .. 308 79 387 397 )04 315
Other short -term funds beeI o..ed .........................
- -
328 328 n7 327
LorI&-term debt ..........................................
-
822 822 823 924 931
1ixaI financiaJ liabilItieS ............................. 20.667 $20.808 '8.612 $18.B31
Nom nanciaI Ulbilities ........................................ 784 562
SharehoIder1' Equity . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 2.076 1.&51
$23.527 S20.825
IJnrecornized Financiallnstnlmena:
Unrecozniud pin on interen rate ~8ndoptions ........ NlA $ 104 NlA $ 108










The estimated fair values of the Company's financial instruments are shown in the table belo ;
1m 1"1


































December 31 (In MiliionL Except Shares)
Asseu
Cash and due from banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Federalfunds sold ...........................................................................................
Securitiespurchasedunder agreemenu to resell ...........................................................
Interest-bearing deposiu with banks ........................................................................
Tradingaccount securities ...................................................................................
Securities held for sale (market value: 1992-$27<4; 1991-$3-42) ............................................
Irwenmem securities (market value: 1992-$ 3.090; 1991-$1.911) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Loans . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .
Less:allowance for credit losses .........................................................................
Net Loans ................................................................................................
Sank premises and equipment. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..
Interest receivable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .
Customers' liability 0f'Iaccepances .........................................................................
Other asseu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TotDl Assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Liabilities and Shareholders' Equity
Deposiu
Domestic:
Noninterest-bearing ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .
Interest-bearing ......................................................................................
TotalDeposiu in Domestic Offices ...............................................................
Foreign interest-bearing .................................................................................
Total Deposiu .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FederaJ funds purchased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Securities sold under agree menu to repurchase ...........................................................







Common Stock. par value $1.2.5 a share-authorized 150.000.000 shares;
issued: 1992-93.982.<486 shares; 1991-83.9<41.36.04 shares .........................................
Capital surplus .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Retainedearnings ........................................................................................
Less: coSt of common Stock in treasury: 1991-2.53.920 shares ... ...................
Total Shareholders' Equity ........................................................................
Totol Liabilities and Shoreholders' Equity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
See Noces tD Co.soltdated fnandaJ ~
042 fin. aank 5y"am. Int. an" 5wk.i"ia,i..
Interest rate caps and floors are contr cts with notional
principal amounts that require the seller, in exchange for
a fee, to make payments to the purchaser if a specified
m&rket interest rate exceeds the fixed cap rate or fall.s
below the fixed floor rate on specified future dates.
Forward rate agreements are contracts with notional prin-
cipal amounts that settle in cash at a specified future date
based on the differential between a specified market inter-
est rate and a fixed interest rate.
Foreign exchange contracts represent spot, forward, futures
and option contracts to exchange currencies, with most
maturing within three months.
NOT E 18- Concentrations of Credit Risk
The Corporation's credit policies and processes emphasize
diversification of risk among industries, geographic MUS
and borrowers. The following information presents the
crecUt risk associated with products described elsewhere
in the financial statements and footnotes broken out
by concentrations across aU financial instruments. The
amounts represent gross credit exposure in that they do
not consider collateral or other security or the netting of
offsetting exposures. Concentrations of credit risk in excess
of the Corporation's stockholders' equity for each year-end
are presented below (in billions).
Dcc.ember 31 1992
Consumer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 543.8
U.s.sovcmment 8.0
U.s. commercal NnJcs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
".1Highly k-ver.ged tn~etioru . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.9
Commerci.' rul estate (1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
".1
(1) Includescredit exposureof the .ccelented uset disposition
port/olio.
Consumer risk results principally from credit cards. Other
major components include home mortgage, home equity
and other installment credit. U.s. government risk pri-
marily consists of U.S. government securities and balances
due from the Federal Reserve. Credit exposure to U.s. com-
mercial banks is principally federal funds sold, balances
due from banks and credit exposure participated out to
banks. Commercial real estate credit exposure includes
Joans, accrued interest receivable, unused loan commit-
ments and other financial instruments, and the credit
exposure of the accelerated asset disposition portfolio.
On a geographic basis, approximately $105 billion, or 86
percent of the credit risk arising from all financial instru-
ments at December 31, 1992, is attributable to the U.s. At
Dece~ber 31, 1991, approximately $100 billion, or 85 per-
cent of the credit risk arising from aU financial instruments,
was attributable to the U.S. The largest concentration of
credit risk to foreign countries is exposure attributable to
Japan, the amount of which totaled approximately $5 bil-
lion at December 31, 1992, and $6 billion at December 31,
1991. These amounts are composed principally of interest-
bearing balances due from Japanese banks.
+
NOT E 19 - Estimated Fair Value of
fin.anci&l Instruments
The Corporation is a party to a b~d range of financial
instruments used in various business activities. In conform-
ity with generally acupted accounting principles, the Cor-
poration uses different metboda to account for these
financial instruments. In general, depending upon the type
of financial instrument and the related business activity,
the Corporation's accounting is based on either historical
costs or current values. Historical corts reflect the prices
in effect when financial instrumtnt transactions were
initially executed, while current values reflect changes in
market values. Although many financial instruments are
accounted for based on historical costs, and accordingly do
not reflect fluctuations based on current values, the Corpo-
ration maintains risk management policies that monitor
and limit exposure to credit and market risks that arise







The following estimated fair value disclosures do not
attempt to estimate the fair value of the Corporation
as a whole. Rather, the disclosures are limited to the
reasonable estimates of the fair value of onJy the Corpora-
tion's financial instruments. This includes financial instru-
ments recognized as assets and liabilities on the balance
sheet as well as those not required to be recognized in a
traditional balance sheet. The disclosures do not address
the value of the Corporation's recognized and unrecog-
nized nonfinancial assets and liabilities or the value of
anticipated future business. The Corporation does not plan
to sell most of its assets or settle most of its liabilities at
these estimated fair va1ues.
The fair value of a financial instrument is the amount at
which the instrument could be exchanged in a current
transaction between willing parties, other than in a forced
or liquidation sale. The estimated fair value amounts were
determined using available market information, current
Corporation pricing information and various va1uation
methodologies. If quoted market prices were not readily
available for a financial instrument, management deter-
mined an estimated fair value. AccorcUngly, the estimates
may not be indicative of the amountJ the financial instru-
ments could be exchanged for in a current or future market
transaction. Due to the uncertainty of expected cash flows
resulting from financial instruments, the use of different
assumptions and valuation methodologies may have a sig-
nificant Fffect on the derived estimated fair value amounts.
"Except for loans held for accelerated disposition, the esti-
mated amounts disclosed do not include any premium or
discount that could result from offering to sell or settle
the Corporation's entire holdings of a particular type of
financial instrument at one time. The estimated amounts
disclosed also do not include potential taxes and other































The following uble summarizes the carrying amounts and estimated fair values of financial instruments.
Deumbcr 31, 1992 (In millions)
Assets
Cash and due from banks-noninterest-bearing ...............................
Due from banks-interest-bearing ...........................................
Federal funds sold and securities under resale agreements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Trading account assets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Investment securities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Totall~ns, net. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Assets held for accelerated disposition (1). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Accrued income receivable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Customers' acceptance liability. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Currency options purchased ................................................
Off-balance-sheet items
Interest rate and other foreign exchange contracts, net. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Liabilities
Deposits
Demand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Savings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Time...................................................................
Foreign offices. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total deposits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Federal funds purchased and securities under repurchase agreements. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Commercial paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other funds borrowed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Long-term debt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acceptances outstanding ...................................................
Currency options written. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Off-balance-sheet exposure-nonfinancial instruments
Credit card securitizations, net. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(1) Excludes other rul esute held for accelerated disposition.
The following methods and assumptions were used to
estimate the fair value of financial instruments:
(a) Certain Short-Term Financial Instruments
For the following financial instruments, which have rela-
tively shon-term maturities or no defined maturities but
are payable on demand, the carrying amounts recognized
in the balance sheet were determined to be a reasonable
estimate of their fair values:
8 Cash and due from banks-noninterest-bearing
8 Federal funds sold and securities under resale
agreements
8 Accrued income receivable
8 Customers' acceptance liability




8 Other types of short-term financial instruments
recognized in other asset and liability balance sheet
line classifications
(b) Certain Floating Rate Financ:iaJ Instruments
For floating rate financial instruments with no significant
change in credit risk and no significant values of embedded
interest rate caps or floors, the carrying amounts.recog-
nized in the balance sheet were determined to be a reason-
able estimate of their fair values.
(c) Due From Banks-Interat-Buring
For medium-term fixed-rate time deposit placements, the
estimated fair values were calculated using the discounted
cash flow method. The current interest rates that would
be charged for similar deposit placements with the same
remaining maturities were used as the discount rates,
u.king into account the creditWorthiness of the banks.
(d) Trading Account Assets and Investment Securities
For trading account securities, the estimated fair values,
which are also the carrying amounts recognized on the
balance sheet, were generally based on quoted market
prices, or dealer quotes. The estimated fUr values of debt
investment securities were also generally based on quoted
market prices or dealer quotes. See Notes 2 and 7 for infor-
mation regarding methodology for estimating the fair
value of equity investment securities, including those held
by venture capiwsubsidiaries.
(e) Loans
Various methodologies were used to value different group-
ings of l~ns, including loans held for accelerated disposi-
tion.
For commercial real estate loans held for accelerated dispo-




Other commercal loans that have significantly deteriorated
in credit quality, including loans to troubled-country
debtors, were separately valued. Esrinated fair values were
bued on a combination of quoted market prices for dis-
tressed loans and troubled-country debtor loans, a dis-
counted cash flow method based on antici~ted cash flows
and risk-adjusted interest rates, and estimated fair values
of loans with s.imi~r credit quality claracteristics.
Credit card receivables are available for sale through the
Corporation's credit card securitization program. Since
these receivables are sold at face vaJue, that amount was
used as the estimated fair value of these loans. That amount
does not consider the estimated fair value of the Corpora-
tion's credit card relationships, most of which is a signif-
icant unrecognized asset of the Corporation.
For consumer mortgage loans including those held for sale,
the estimated fair values were based on committed sales
prices and a valuation model using current market infor-
mation.
For other types of medium- and long-term fixed-rate com-
mercial and consumer loans, the estimated fair vaJues were
ca.lculated using the discounted cash flow method. The
current interest rates offered, or estimated market interest
rates that reflect the credit and interest rate risk inherent
in the loans, were used as the discount rates. Consumer
interest rates were used for consumer loans, and commer-
cial interest rates were used for cornrnercialloans.
The estimated fair values of leases are not required to be
disclosed. Therefore, the estimated fair value amount for
loans includes the carrying amount of leases rather than an
estimated fair value amount.
(f) Deposit Lia bill ties
The estimated fair values of demand and savings deposits
are defined to be the amounts payable on demand at the
reporting date, i.e. the amounts recognized in the balance
sheet. Those amounts do not consider the estimated fair
value of the Corporation's core deposit intangible, most of
which is a significant unrecognized asset of the Corporation.
For medium- and long-term fixed-rate time deposit liabil-
ities, the estimated fair values were calculated using the
discounted cash flow method. The current interest rates
offered for similar deposits with the same remaining matu-
rities were used as the discount rates. Retail interest rates
were used for retail deposits. Wholesale interest rates were
used for wholesale deposits.
(g) Other Funds Borrowed and Long-Term Debt
For securities sold but not yet purchased in trading activ-
ities;the estimated fair values, which are also the carrying
amounts recognized on the balance sheet, are based on
quoted market prices or dealer quotes.
For fixed-rate medium-term other funds borrowed and
long-term debt, the estimated fair values were calculated
using the discounted cash flow method. The current inter-
est rates that would be offered for similar types of debt
instruments with the same remaining maturities were used
as the discount rate. Bank interest rates were used for sub-
sidiary bank issuances, and the Corporation's senior inter-
est rates or subordinated interest rates were used for the
Corporation's issuances.
For floating-rate long-term debt iauances, the discounted
c.ash flow method was used to calculate the value of the
difference betWeen current market and contractual fixed
spreads to be added to the Boatin& base rate upon each rate
ietting. The current interest rata that would be offered
on the Corporation's subordinated fixed-rate debt were
used as the discount rates. Also, an option pricing model,
using current market information, was used to calculate
the vaJue of any embedded interest rate floors.
(h) Interest Rate and Foreign bcb.ange Contracts
The estimated fair vaJues of interest rate futures and for-
ward contracts, options, interest rate swap agreements,
interest rate caps and floors, and forward rate agreements
were based on quoted market prices as weU as pricing and
valuation models using current market information.
The estimated fair values of, foreign exchange spot, for-
ward, futures and option contractS were based on quoted
market prices as well as pricing and valuation models on
a present value basis using current market information.
(i) Commitments to Extend Credit and Letters of Credit
For commitments to extend credit and letters of credit, the
carrying amounts for re~ted accruals and deferred income
recognized in the baJance sheet were determined to be a
reasonable estimate of their fair values.
(j) Cre4it Card SecuritiutiODS
(Off- Balance-Sheet Exposure)
The Corporation has sold floating- and fixed-rate credit
card receivables as fixed-rate securities to investors.
Neither the credit card receivables sold nor the securities
outstanding are defined as financial instruments of the
Corporation. These securitizations subject the Corporation
to interest rate risk as the amount of anticipated excess
servicing fee income varies with changes in interest rates.
The Corporation uses various financiaJ instruments to
manage this market risk. Therefore, the Corporation has
included the difference betWeen the ~r value and the
quoted market value of the related securities outstanding
along with its financial instruments. The carrying amount
for this item represents net deferred income.
N 0 T,E' 20- Contingencies
The Corporation and certain of its subsidiaries are defen-
dants in various lawsuits, including certain class actions,
arising out of normal corporate activities, and the Corpora-
tion has received certain tax deficiency assessments. Since
the Corporation and certain of itlsubsidiaries, which are
regulated by one or more federal and lUte regulatory
authorities, also are the subject of numerow examinations
and reviews by such authorities, the Corporation is and
will be, &om time to time, norcnally engaged in various
disagreements with regulators, primarily related to bank-
ing matters. In the opinion of management and the Corpo-
ration's general counsel, the ultimate resolution of the mat-
ters referred to in this note will not have a material effect
on the Corporation's consolidated financial statements.
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First Chic.ago Corporation and Subsidiaries
Deccmber 31 (DoUan in millions)
Assets
Cash and due from banks-noninterest-buring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Due from banks-interest-buring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Federal funds sold and securities under resale agreements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Trading account assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lnvenment securities (fair values-52,408 in 1992 and 52,247 in 1991)... . .. .. ....
Loans (net of uneamed income-S357 in 1992 and 5392 in 1991). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.ess allowance for credit losses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total loans, net. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Assets held for accelerated disposition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Premises and equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Accrued income receivable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Customers' ;acceptance liability . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Currency options purchased. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other assets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total assets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Liabilities
Deposits
Demand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Savings .,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Time. . .
.................
Foreign offices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total deposits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Federal funds purchased and securities under repurchase agreements. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Commercial paper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other funds borrowed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Long-term debt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acceptances outstanding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Currency options written. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other liabilities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St~olders' ~ity
Preferred stock-without par value, authorized 15,000,000 shares
Outstanding:
Series A (5 50 stated value)-2,410,ooO shares. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Series B (5100 stated value)-1,191,ooo shares.............................
Series C (5100 stated value)- 713,800 shares. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Series D (5 25 stated value)-6,OOO,OOO slures . ... ., . .............
Series E. (5625 stated value)- 160,000 shares. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Convertible Series A (550 stated value)-2,151 ,451 shares...................
Common stock-55 par value. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. . . . . . . .
1992 1991
Number of shares authorized. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150,000,000 150,000,000
Number of shares issued ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82,353,507 68,948,611
Number of shares outstanding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82,331,001 68,804,448
Surplus ...................................................................




Less treasury stock at cost, 22,506 shares in 1992 and 144,163 shares in 1991 . . . . . .
Stockholders' equity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




























The accompanying notes to consolidated £inancia1sutementS arc an integral part of this balance sheet.
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The corporation enterS into forward c:xchmge conaacts for foreign cum:ncits. Credit risks Irise from the possi-
biliry that counterpanies will not be able to meet the terms of their conaacts. However. management controls these
risks by entering intO agreementS only in accordance with established credit guidelines and limitS.
CommitmentS to c:xu:nd credit are agreanentS to lend to custOmers in accordance with conaacroa! provisions.
These commitmentS usually are for specific periods or conWn termination clauses and TnZf require the payment of a
fee. The tOtal amountS of unused commitmentS do not necessarily rt'present future cash requimnentS in that com-
mitmentS often expire without being drawn upon. Other unused commitmentS include $ 1.77 billion of commit-
mentS to make mongage loans.
The following table shows the composition of unused commitmentS at Deccnber 31. 1992 and 1991.
($ in millions) . 1992
Revolving.open-end loans secured by residential properties (e.g.. home equiry lines) 5 2,<H8
Commercial real estate 270
Credit am::\lines 1,127










Letters of credit are agreementS whereby the corporation guarantees the performance of a customer to a third party.
Collateral may be required to suppon letters of credit in accordance with management's evaluation of the credirwor-
thiness of each C\lStOmer.The credit risk assumed in issuing letters of credit is essentially equal to that in other lend-
ing activities. Management does not anticipate any materi.allosses as a result of these transaCtions.
COIICIIITUTIONS OF CIEDIT IISK
Although the corporation is engaged in business nationwide. the lending done by the banking subsidiaries is primar-'
ily concentrated in the Nonhe.ast.
01118. hll VUUE OF FIUIICIAL IUTlU.UTS
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 107 ("Disclosure about Fair Value of FlnanciallnsaumentS")
requires disclo.sure of fair value information about financial insaumentS. whether or not recognized in the balance
sheet, for which it is practicable to esrimate fair value. Fair value estimates are made as of a specific point in time
based on the characteristics of the financial insaumentS and relevant market information. Where available. quoted
market prices are used. In other cases, fair values are based on estimates using present value or other valuation tech-
niques. These w:hniques involve uncmainties and are significantly affeCted by the assumptions used and judgmentS
made regarding risk characteristics of various financial instrumentS, discount rates. estimates of furore cash flowS.
furore ocpected loss c::xpenence. and other factors. Chmgc:s in assumptions could significantly affect these estimates
and the resulting fair values. Daived fair value estimates cannot be substantiated by comparison to independent mar-
ketS and. in many cases, could not be realized in an immediau sale of the insaument. Also, because of differences in
methodologies -and assumptions used to estimate fair values: Fleet's fair values should not be compared to other
banks.
Und~r Statement 107, fair value estimates ~ based on ocisting financial insaumcntS without attempting to
estimate the value of anticipated furore busin'ess and the value of assetS and liabilities that Ire not considered finan-
cial insaumentS. According1y, the aggregate fair value amountS presented do not purpon to rt'preseDt the underlying
market value of Fleet. For certain assets and liabilities, the information required under Statement 107 is supple-
mented with additional information rel~t to an understanding of the fair value.
The following describes the methods and assumptions used by Fleet in estimaring fair values.
o Cashand cash equivalents: The carrying amountS reported in the balance sheet approximate £airvalues as marorities
are less than 90 days.
o SroLriti!S: Fair values are primarily based on quoted market prices.
HOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FIIUCCIU SUTE.ElTS filII FIIUCIU &tOil
INoTE .11. hi. VALUE O,'FIUICIAL lUTiil8UU'!OITI'1II11
D Loans:The £airvalues oCcomme:rci.al,commen:i2l re.alestate, and ccnain consumer loans are esrim.atedby dis-
counting the contractual cash flaws using interest rones CUlTa1clybeing offered for ~ with similar terms to bor-
rowers oCsimilar credit quality. For ceruin variable rate consumer loans, including home equity lines oCmdit and
aedit card receivables, the c:mying amounts approximate £airvalue. This method of estinuting the £airvalue of the
credit card portfolio excludes the value oCthe ongoing customer relationships, a factor that can represe.nt a significant
premium 0Vt:rbook value. For residential real estate loans, £airvalue is estimated by discounting contracrual wh
flows adjusted for prepayment estimates using discount rates based on secondary ~t sources, adjusted for su-
\'icing costs. For nonpenorming loans and ccnain loans where the credit quality of the borrowa bas deteriorated
significancly, £airvalues are estimated by discounting expected cash flaws at a rate COrnmmsunlte with the risk
associated with the estimated cash flaws, based on recent appraisals oCthe underlying collateral, or by reference to
recent loan sales.
D Mortgages heldJor raa1t: Fair value is estimated using the quoted market prices for securities baWd by similar
types of loans and current dealer commitments to purchase loans. 'These loans are priced to be sold with servicing
rightS retained (as is the corporation's ordinary course oCbusiness).
D Dqx>sits: Under Statement 107, the £air value oC deposits with no stated matUrity is ~ to the carrying amount.
The fair value of time depositS is estimated by discounting the contracrual cash flows, usL"lginterest rates CUrrtntl}.
being offered Corthe deposit products. Under Statement 107, the fair value estimates for deposits do not include the
benefit that results &om the low-cost funding provided by the deposit liabilities compared to the cost of alternative
forms of funding (core deposit intangible).
D Short-tmn dd>t For shon-term debt that marures in 90 days or less, the carrying amount reported in the balance
sheet approximates fair value.
D Long-tam dtbt The £airvalue oCFlect's long-term debt, including the shon-term portion. is estimated based on
quoted market prices for the issues for which there is a market or by discounting cash flQ'il.'Sbased on current rates
available to Fleet for similar types of borrowing arrangements.
D Off-balana shat instruments: Fair values for off-balancesheet instruments are based on quoted market prices. cur-
rent settlement values, or established pricing models using current assumptions.
The following prese.nts the £airvalues oCFleet's on-balance sheet financial instrUm~tS:
DcanIW 31. 1992 ($ in milJions)
Financial assets:
Financial assets for which c:mying value approximates £air value
Securities held for sale and portfolio securities
Loans
Mongages held for sale
Trading account assetS
Other (including defmed excess servicing assets)
Financialliabili ties:
Deposits with no stated matUrity 22.266 22.266
Tune'deposits 10.469 10.747
Shon-term debt 6.399 6,399
LDng-term debt 3.812 3,883
Other 58 58
At. December 31, 1992. the £air value of Fleet's hedge-related interest-rate swaps was S71 million. The fair values oC
all other olI-balance sheet financial instruments wert not material.
Ccnain assets, which an: not financial instruments under Statement 107, md, accordingly, are not included
in the above £airvalues, concibute substantial value to the corporation in cccess of the related amounts recognized
in the balance sheeL These include the core deposit intangible and the related retaiJ banJang netWOrk. the value oC
customer rdationships associated with ceruin types of consumer loans. particularly the credit card portfolio. lease

























































CONSOLIDATED Bu,.CI SUETS filII FIIIICIU 51 DIP
Durmbcr 31 CSin ~. sMn 1D7IDIDItS)
Asun:
Cash. due from b8nb me! intmSt-bearing depositS
Fedc:r1Jfunds IOId
Sccurtties pu:thzscd under agrecncntS 10 raeIl
SeauUics bek! b sale Cmaricrt YIlue: Sl1.269.855 me! Sl1.098.507)
FbrdoIio JeCUrizics ~ value: S 1.793." 23 me! 51 01.606)
l.o8ns. IN! 1r:Des:
IInkin& 1UbsidiIri£s:
Lc8Ds 8!Id Ieate &nmc:ing (net of unearned income)
~ b cndit losses
balloms and ~g subsuiizries
Other subsidmies: .
l..o8ns md Ia:5c &nancing <net of unearned income)
R.escrvot for aedit losses
"bw loans and ia.ses-<>thcr subsidianes




CREC. ISFs. and repossessed equipment
DeIerred tzxes













FedmJ funds purc.hased and sccurttics sold under IgIU%DCntS10~
Commct:iaJ paper
Other (including currc:nt portion oflong-tenn debt of 51.09<4,310 and S<t92...21)
"bw shon-tmn borrowings





Dual COtM:rti.bk Jmfcrred StOCk
Sron.oLlns' Iolln:
Preferred StOCkQncludmg dual COttY'CI"tibIiprdcmd StOCk81 Decc:nbcr 31. 1992. of S283,OOO)




lOw liabilities. dual CCI!1\I'C'Dblepreferred stock. and scockholders' equity
Sa ~g IIDIa 10coruobda!t.d finan=J 5UUmICnU.
11. Preferred Stock Purchase
Rights
12. Fair Value of Financial
Instruments
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Dividends on the 8.25 percent preferred stock, Series
1992-A are cumutative and payable Quarter1y.The company
may, at Its option, redeem in whole or in part the 8.25 per.
cent preferred stock, Series 1992.A on any date after
October 15, 2002 for $25 per depositary share plus accrued
and unpaid dividends.
Dividends on the 9.50 percent preferredstock, Series
1989-A are cumulative and payable Quarter1y.The company
may, at Its option, redeem in Whole or in part the 9.50 per.
cent preferred stock, Series 1989-A at $26.19 per depositary
share beginning on November 9, 1994 and at amounts
declining to $25 per depositary share in 1999and thereafter,
plus accrued and unpaid dividends.
Dividends on the 9.50 percent preferred stock, Series
1991-A, are cumulative and payable Quarterty. The company
may, at its option, redeem in Whole or in part the 9.50 per-
cent preferred stock, Series 1991-A on any date after August
13, 1996 for$10perdepositary share plus accrued and
unpaid dividends.
Dividends on the 11.25 percent enhanced rate preferred
stock are cumulative and payable Quarterty. The dividend
rate on this preferred stock will increase annually by .25 per.
cent beginning October'" 1994. For dividends accruing on
or after October 1,1997, the dividend rate will remain con-
stant at 12.125 percent. The company may, at its option,
redeem in Whole or in part the 11.25 percent enhanced rate
The company has issued one preferred stock pUrchase right
for each share of common stock. Under certain conditions,
each right may be exercised to purchase one one-hundrec1tt1
of a share of a new series of participating preferred stock at
an exercise price of $100, subject to adjustment. The rights
may be exercised only after a public announcement that a
party acquired or obtained the right to aCQuire20 percent or
more of the company's common stock or after commence.
ment or public announcement01an offer for 30 percent or
more of the company's common stock. The rights, whd\
cannot vote, expire on August 31,1994 and may be
redeemed by the company at a price of $.50 per righ1 at any
. time prior to expirati~nor acquisition of20 percentof the
The company has estimated the fair value of its financial
instruments in cOmpliance with Financial Accounting
Standard No. 107, "Disclosures About Fair Value of Fmancial
Instruments" rFAS No. 107"). The estimates were made
as of December 31,1992 based on relevant mar1<etinforma-
tion. Financial instruments include cash, ~tvables,
investments, liquidating commercial assets, debt, certain
insurance reserves and off balance sheet instruments.
Accordingly, a number of other assets recorded in the bal.
ance sheet (such as core deposn intangibles and aCQuired
credn card relationships) and other' intangible assets not
recortled in the balance sheet (such as the value of con-
sumer lending relationships for originated loans and the
francl1ise values of the company's business units) are not
preferred stock at $10.25 per depositary share beginning
October 1;1993and at amounts declining to $10 per dep
tary share thereafter, plus accrued and unpaid dividends.
Dividends on the flexiblerate auction preferred stock
rFlex APS1 are CUI1'IUIativeand payable When and as
declared I7i the Board of Directors of the company. The
initial dividend rate on the Flex AJ>SSeries A and Series E
9.25 percent and 9.5 percent, respectively. The initial ratf
the Flex APS Series A and Series B extends through July
"
1993 and July 15, 1995, respectively, with subsequent di'.
dend rates determined in accordance with a formula basi
on orders placed in ¥,utch auction generally held fNery
49 days. The average rate on the Flex APS was 9.38 pert
in both 1992 and 1991. The company may,at its option,
redeem in whole or in part the Flex AJ>Sfor $100 per she
plus accrtJed and unpaid dividends beginning on July 15,
1993 for the Series A and July 15, 1995 for Series B.
Ead1 preferred stock issue ranks equally with the
$6.25 stock and has a tiQuidation value of $100 per shar
except for the 8.25 percent preferred stock, Series 1992.
whid1 has a liquidation value of $1000 per share. Holder
.all issues of preferred stock are entitled to payment beto
"any capital distJibution is made to common shareholde~
~ of January 12,1993 the company is alIthorized to iss
cumulative noOCOlM!rtible preferred stock in one or men
series in an amount not to exceed $500 milli6n.
company's common stock. The participating preferred S"
purchasable upon exercise of the rights is nonrecleemab
and subordinate to the company's currently outstanding
preferred stock.
Inthe fNentthat the companyis aCQuired in a merger
or other business combination transaction, PltMsion she
be made so that each holderof a righ1shall have the ri~
to receive, upon exercise thereof at the then current exe
price,that numberof shares of common stock of the 50
ing companywhichat thetimeof such transaction woul
have a
~
value oftwoti~ the exercise price of
the right
required to be valued for purposes of this disclosure. Th
company believes there issubstantial value associated \
these assets based on current mar1<etconditions and hi:
cal experieuce. The companyhas estimated the value tT
core deposits IS ciscussed more fully below.
0u0Ied mar1<etprt:es, where readily available, were l
to determine fair valueof assetsand liabilities. Approxi.
mately 30 percent ofthefairvalues of assets and liabiln
disctosed were determined using this method. Because
actively traded market exists, hc7.Yever,for a significant J
tion of the company's assets and liabilnies, fair values f,
these nems were estimated by discounting estimated h.




Cash $ 256 $ 256
Investment securities 7,390 7,633 $2
Finance and banking receivables 18,960 19,302 3
LiQuidating commercial assets 1,851 1,677 (1
Subtotal 28,457 28,868 4
Deposits (8,030) (8,161) (1
Commercial paper, bank and other borrowings (5.253) (5.253)
Senior and senior subordinated debt (9,014) (9,333) r.3
Insurance reserves (5,326) (5,526) (2
Subtotal (27,623) (28,273) (6
Interest rate and foreign exchange contracts 43 148 1:
Commitments to extend credit, standby letters of credit
and financial guarantees written 20
Subtotal 43 168 1:
Total S 877 $ 763 $(1
74
I
Assumptions used to estimate future cash tIo.Ys are consis-
tent with management's assessments regarding ultimate
coUectibility of assets and related interest and with estimates
of product li't'es and repricing characteristics used in the
company's asset/Iiability management process. All assump-
tions are based on historical experience adjusted for future
expectations. Assumptions used to determine fair values for
financial instrumer:1ts for which no active mar1r.etexists are
inherently judgmental and changes in these assumptions
could significantly affect fair value calculations.
Ouoted mar1r.etprices were used to determine fair value
10r investment securities, domestic first mortgages, interest
rate and foreign exchange contracts, senior and senior
subordinated debt and other borrowings. The fair value of
adjustable rate consumer receivables, commercial paper,
bank I>orrc7Ningsand insurance reserves other than those
defined as financiaJ instruments as described below was
determined to approximate existing carrying value because
interest rates on these instruments adjljStwith changes in
market interest rates due to their short-term maturity or
repricing characteristics. The fair value of the company's
demand and savings accounts equaled the carrying amount
as stipulated in FAS No. 107.The disclosed fair value of
demand and savings accounts does not reflect the value
created by the stable low-cost funding provided by these
c:bre deposits compared to alternative sources of funds. The
estimated value associated with these core deposits at
December 31, 1992 was $180 million. The fair value of fixed
rate consumer loans, time deposits and insurance reserves
for periodic payment annuities and guaranteed investment
contracts was estimated by discounting future expected
cash tIo.Ys at i'derest rates approximating those offered by
the compaIT)' 00 ad1 products at December 31,1992. ~
approach" estimating fair value for fixed rate consumer
receivablesresttts in .. disclosed fair value thaI is less thar
amoun1s the company beliMs could be currently reaJizabii
on a sale of these receivables. These receivables are rela.
tively insensitive to changes in OYerallmar1r.etinterest rates
and therefore have additional value compared to atterna~
uses of funds in a lorNinterest rate environment The fair
value of consumer receivables included an estimate, on a
present value basis, of Mure excess servicing cash flows
associated with the securitization and. sale of certain
home equity, bankcard and merd'lant participation loans.
Commitments to extend credit, standby letters of credit ant
financial guarantees wrttten were valued by considering tho
company's relationship with the counterparty, the credit-
worthiness of the counterparty and the difference betweer
committed and current interest rates.
Fair values for liQuidating commercial assets were deter
mined principally by discounting estimated future cash fico,
at an estimated market interest rate applicable to each
asset. The fair value estimate of liQuidating commercial
assets is described more fully below.
The following is a summary of the carrying value and es
mated fair value of the company's financial instruments as
of December31, 1992 Onmillions):
~iscount rates. adjusted b c:t\anges in IMrall mar1<etrates,
from rates in effect when ~ were onginated. This
change in discount rates mpcm all assets regardless of
whether any uncertainty exists Mr c:oIlectibility of Mure
principaJ and interest pciyments. Use of historical discount
rates applied to current expected future cash flows would
result in a value which approximates carrying value net of
the reserw for potential crecm bsses. The company believes
the relative increase in current mar1<etdiscount rates is due
to economic conditions and generally unfavorabJe market
perceptions towards the types of commercia] assets which
the company decided to discontinue in 1991. This has
resulted in illiquid and inactive mar1(ets for these assets.
Becauseofthese current mar1c.etconditions, the company
intends to collect or otherWise dispose of its liquidating
commercial assets C7w'erseveral )W'S with a majority of the
repayments eXpected to come from the operations of the
borrowers in the normal course of business. This intent
reflects the belief that current mar1c.etconditions are
depressedand will ilT\PfM C7w'erthe next several years.
Accordingly, the company doeS not believe that the
differential between mar1c.etand carrying value for
liquidating commercial assets represents a permanent
impairment of value.
The fair values of assets. excluding liquidating commer-
.cial assets. liabilities and off-balance sheet financial instru-
ments all exceed the respective carrying values due to
changes in mar1<etinterest rates from historical rates. The
company believes it ~ not meaningful to evaluate the differ-
ential between fair manr.et and carrying values for assets
withoUt evaluating similar differentials for liabilities and off-
balance sheet instruments. If only the disclosed excess of
fair mar1<etIMr carrying value of assets of $41' million
(before related tax effects) was considered as the potential
impact of marXet value changes, as contemplated by pro-
posed new accounting standards. the implied market value
adjustment to eQuity would be substantially overstated.
Since the valuation of fair value of assets is sensitive to
changes in rna.r1<.etinterest rates, a substantial degree of
wlatility in the capital position of the rompany would result
from these proposed standards. The company believes the
disclosed pretax excess of carrying value over fair value of
$114 million doeS not reflect the true undertying economic
relationship because fair value disclosures exclude the sub-
stantial value associated with the coce deposit and other
intangible values described earlier.
The estimated fair value for liquidating commercial assets
is below carrying value due to increases in current market
with the receivable~. The company is entitled to utilize the
account relationships under a lieensing agreement with the
third party. This licensing arrangement is noncancelable and
has an initial term expiring in 1998. Net expense under this
licensing arrangement was $32.9 million and $8.3 million in
1992 and 1991. respectively.
FunJre net minimum lease and other commitments under
noncaocelable operating lease and licensing arrangements
at December 31, 1992 were as follows ~n millions):
.leases and OtherSimifar
ngements
The company leases certain offices. buildings and equip-
ment for periods of up to 29 years with various renewal
options. The majority of such leases are noncancelable
operating leases. Net rental expense under operating leases
was $72.1. $69.0 and $63.9 million for 1992. 1991 and 1990.
respectively.
In the fourth quarter of 1991.the companypurchased
credit card receivablesof approximately$1 billion from
CoreStates Financial Corporation. AA unaffiliated third party













































IMstment securities (market value of $7,633.4 and$7,738.7)
Finance andbankingreceivables
LiQuidating rommercial assets 1.2 1,
Propertiesand equipment 3
Insurarce policy acquiSition costs ( 3.4
Acquired intangibles .6 ,
Other assets 8.6
Totalassets ,128.4 ,982
UabiHties and Shareholders' Equity
Debt:
De;>~r.s .
Commercial paper, bank and other borrowings
SeniJr and senior subordinated debt (with original maturities cmr one year)
Trt.a! oe:Jt





Conve;1ble preferred stock subject to mandatory redemption
Preferrej stock.
Commo1 shareholders' equity.
T01aIIia:Jilities and shareholders' equity
Ttle a:::::xnJa'l)'lng ~ are an tneQra! pan of theSe llnanoa! SI31emen!S








Cash and Due From Banks S 2,549,271
IntCTtst.Baring Deposits 682,895
Monc'y Marl:.e! In\'eStments:
Federa.l Funds Sold and Resale Ag:rcements.........................................................................................
Other ............










In\'eStment Securities-At Amortized Cost (Marl:.ct \'alue
511,337,143 in 1992 and 510.243,624 in 1991) (t'ote 4 ) 10,902,013







..&JJowanceFor Possible Credit Losses (~ote 5) ...................................................................................
Nt! Premisesand Equipment (t'ote .6).................................................................................................









































Shon.Trn11Borrov.ings(Kote 7 J... ...........




Shareholders' Equity (KOte 8;:
SeriesA Preferred StOck- Par Value 51. Stated Value 550 .....................................................................
~o. of Shares 1992 1991
Authoriud 4-60,000 460,000
1ssued ..........................................................................................








Common Stock-Par \'alue S1.....................................................................................................







uss TreasuryStock-2,426.l:-2 sharesin 1991 ...................................................................................



































credit outstanding were 5225,835,000
and 5212,726.000 at December 31,1992
and 1991, respecti\'ely.
Colbteru requirements for the above
eommitmentS arc based on credit evalua-
rion ofrhe cusromer.
The Corporation is a defendant in
various legal proceedings :!.risingin the
normal course of business. In the
opinion of management, based on the
ad\;ce oflega! counsel, the ultimate
resolution of these proceedings will not
have a nutcriaJ dtecr on the Corpora-
tion's financial position.
13 Concentrations of Credit Risk
In the normal course of business, the 1992, the maximum credit exposure for
Corporationentersinro rnnsactions expos- funded tranS4ctionsof 539.8 bjJJjonand
ing it to credit risk.At December 31, unfunded commitments of 512.4 billion
was well diversified geographically and



























.indudtS 20 pcrcmt Ofu.s. GO'Pcrnmmt and Agmcics.
14 Disclosures About Fair Value of Financial Instruments
In December 1991, the FinancialAccount- ments the differential between contrac- From Banks. Interest- Bearing Deposits.
ingStandardsBoardissuedSF.-\S~o. 107, tual rates and current rates of interest Money Market Investments, Customers'
"DisclosuresaboUtFairValue of Financial would produce only minimal differences Liabilityon Acceptances, Shorr-Term
Instrumenrs" (SF.-\S~o. 107). The State. between recorded book value and esti. Borro\\ings and Liabilityon Acceptances.
ment requiresdisclosuresof the eStimated mated fair value. Therefore, for purposes Tr3ding Account Investments are
fairvaluesof essentiallyaUfinancial of this disclosure, esrimated fair \'alue of recorded on the balance sheet at fair
instruments. financial instruments \\;th immediate market value,which is based on quoted
Many of the Corporation's assets and and shorrer term marurities is assumed to marker prices.
liabiJitiesha\'e immediate or shorrer term be the same as the recorded book value. At December 31. 1992, the recorded
(generally90 daysor Jess)conrraCtual These instruments include the balance book and estimated fainalues oforher







Loans and Leases,net of allowance ........................................................................................













Based on the valuation techniques dis.
CUssedon page 38, the excess of estimated
fair values o\'er recorded book \'alues was
5350 million. These values do not recog-
nize the potential earning power of the
corporate tTanchise, induding customer
. .
~E::) Eancor,;:. inc. ~o~es 'to Financial S~a1:er'ren"';.s (&Dntinued)
relationships, which are insepar3blc from
related tin3ncial instruments. In Man:lIze.
me nt's opinion, the fair value of the C~r'
por.1tion is more accurately refleCted in the
nurket value of its common stock. \\'hich
at December 31,1992, was 55.3 billion,
or S2.3 billion in excess of book value.
Estim:lted fair values were determined
as follo\\'s:
Inv~stmc:nt Securiti~s
Fair values arc based on quoted market
prices or dealer quotes.
Loans and Leases
The estimated fair value is determined by
discounting contractual cash flows from
the: loans 3nd leases using current
Icndinlt rates for new loans ",ith similar
rem.li~ng matUrities. The resulting \'alue
is reduce:d by an esrinme oflosses
inherent in the ponfolio.
Interest R2te and Foreign
Exchange Contracts
ContraCts used to hedge assets 3nd
liabilities arc not recorded on the balance
sheet. All other conmcts arc recorded on
the balance sheet at their fair value.
Estimated fair values arc based on quoted
market prices and rates, when available,
or the amount the Corporation wouJd
receive or pay at current rates to
terminate the contracts.
Deposit Liabilities
The fair value of Demand, Sa\ings and
Money Market Deposits with no defined
maturity, by definition of SFAS No. 10i,
is the amount payable on demand at
the reponing date. The fair value of
time deposits is estimated by dis-
counting the futUre cash flows to be
paid, using the current rates at which
similar deposits with similar remaining
maturities would be issued.
Long-Term Debt
The fair value of the Corporation's
convcrtible securities is ba.scd on quoted
market prices. The fair value of othcr
issues arc estimated by di~ounting the
futUre cash flows using the current T3tCS
at which similar debt could be issucd.
Commitments
Commitments to make or sell loans,
st3ndby letters of credit and financial
guarantees arc not recorded on thc
balance sheet. Their fair values arc
estimated as thc fees that would tx
charged customers to enter into a similar
agreement \\ith comparable pricing and
maturiry. For fixed rate commitmcnts,
rhe estimated fair value also considers the
difference berween current levels of
interest rates and the committed ratcs.
15 Restrictions on Cash
}:ational 3nd state banking laws and
regubtions place certain restrictions on
loans or ad\'ances made by the banking
subsidi:uies to members of the affiiiated
group. including the Parent, and also
pbce restrictions on di\idends paid by
Flows to the Parent Company
the subsidiarvbanks. AI December 31, ute to the Parent (in addition to their
1992, net as~ctSof the subsidiarybanks 1993 net income) approximmly
not availablefor di\idends or loans S446,658,000 in di\idends \\irhoUt
amounted to approximately approval from bank reguJatoryagcnsies.
52,468,915,000.
In 1993, bank subsidiariesmaydistrib.
16 Foreign Activities
NBD B3nk, KA. conduCtS foreign
operarions from its main office in
Detroit 3nd from its foreign offices
located in London. Tokyo, Frankfurt,
Hong Kong and subsidiaries in Canada
and .\umalia. Total assets related to
foreign domiciled customers' acn\ities
amounted to SI,874,03i,000 and
52.390.314,000 at December 31,1992
and 1991, respectively.
During 1990, 588.9 million on..1cxi-
can debt held by the Corporation was
e:'tchanged for new United Mexican
Sures thim'.ve3T bonds. The bonds bear
interest at ~ ft.'Xedrate of 6.25 percent
and are collateralized by zero-coupon
V.S. Treasury bonds, which have an
identical final maturity. The bonds arc
fully performing in compliance v.ith
terms of the exchange agreement. The
interest income that \vouJd have been
recorded had these bonds performed in
accord:mce \\ith original terms was 53.i
million in 1992. The interest income
actually recognized was 55.6 million.
Over 90 percent of the Corpomion's
assets, TCvenueand nct income arc in the
banking industry; no indhidual cus-
tomer prO\ides 10 percent or more of
the Corporation's revenue, and no single
foreign geographic area pro\ides 10
percent or more of the Corpor.1tion's
assets, revenue, income before income
taxes or net income.
17 Other AC~Ulsltlons
During 1990, the Corporation acquired
from the Resolution Trust Corpor.aion
the deposits and seleCted assets of~ew
Guarant\' Federal Sa\inlts & Loan
Association ofT aylor, Michig3n, First
Venice Sa\ings & Loan Association of
Venice. Florida, and Mid-America
Federal Sa\ings and Loan Association of
Columbus, Ohio. The Corpor.1tion paid
a total of 551 ,806,000 and acquircd
38
deposits of approximately S1,1 billion.
On O.:tober 1, 1991, the Corporation
issued approximarcly i,942,OOO shares of
its common stock in e:'tchange for all of
the common stock of FNW Bancorp,
Inc. a b3nk holding company locarcd in
Mt. Prospe:ct, Illinois. This combination
was accounted tor as a pooling-of. interests
3nd accordinlth" all financial data ha\'e
bee~ resured t~ include the accounts of
Do"\\' Bancorp, Inc. and its subsidiaries.
On January 23,1992, the Corporation
acquired all of the common srock of
Gainer Corpor.1tion. a bank holding
company located in Merrilhille, Indiana.
The acquisition was accounted for as a
purchase and, accordingly, operations of
Gainer Corpor.1tion arc included in the
consolidated financial st3tements since
the chte of acquisition. Essentially all of
In millions 1992 1991 1990
Origination fees $]02.6 59.4 37.8
Servicing fe~ 39.9 ] 1.7 6.2
N~ gains on sa.I~ of 5Cf'\icing rights 62.4 76.5 60.7
N~ pins on sa.I~ of mortpges 18.9 ]2.9 6.9
Othe-r monpgc fee income 49.4 24.7 ]9.]




B~ancc al beginning of year S 35.8 31.6 ]3.7 .
Purchases 133.4 93.1 8!j.9 iSalC's (90.9) (82.1) (69.11) IAmorriuIion (11.5) (4.0) (1.2)
V~wtion adjustments due to chmgrs in
prepa)ment assumptions (2.8) (2.8)




Carrying fair earryw,g fair Carryng fair
AmoI.n: Value Amount Value AmcKrIt Value
Financi~ assetS:
Cash and cash cquh'~cnts S 2,781.8 S2,78] .8 3.035.2 3.035.2 4,633.5 4.633.5
Trading account securities 132.0 132.0 ]57.9 ]57.9 114.8 ]]4.8
Investment securities 874.8 926.4 2.449.5 2.700.1 2.925.3 3,(42.4
Mortg:lge-backcd securiti~s 9.892.0 ]0.]79.9 6.198.1 6.246.9
Inv~tment securities a\'~b1c for ~e ]
.393.9 1.632.9
Mortgage-backed securiti~ a\'~bl~ for
~~9.022.7 9,224.7
Srudent loans anibble for ~e 1.158.6 1.170.9
Mortgages held for ~e 4.727.8 4,727.8 3.007.7 3,007.7 1,842.4 ] ,842.4
Loans and leases. net 22.310.0 23.5]5.6 19.6]7.2 20.891.3 20,627.6 21.449.4
Interest receinble 285.8 285.8 283.8 283.8 332.8 332.8
Excess servicing rights receivable 9.0 20.7 3.0 3.0 7.0 7.0
- -Total fuunci~ assets ~2,696.4 44.418.6 38,446.3 40.258.9 36,681.5 37.669.2
FinancUJliabilities: -I
Non-maruriry deposits ] 7.595.] 17.595.1 15,960.0 ]5,960.0 ]4,999.6 14,999.6
Deposits ~ith wIed marurities 9,374.7 9.527.0 ]0.560.6 10.811.5 ] 1.425.5 11.513.1
Short-term borro....;n~ 8,575.4 8.575.4 5,785.5 5.785.5 6.095.5 6,095.5
Long-t= debt ~,468.2 4,557.2 3.578.6 3.773.3 2,967.2 3.]]5.0
Interest payable 247.] 247.] 282.3 282.3 298.2 298.2
- -Toal finmcUJ liabilities 40.260.5 40,50].8 36,]67.0 36.6]2.6 35.786.0 36.021.4
Off-balance sheel fuuncUJ instrUments: -
Forward delivCT)' commitments (35.7) (35.7) (122.7) (122.7) (39.6) (39.6)
Interest rate swaps 0.7 (7.0) 0.7 18.0 (0.3) 3.3
Furur~ contracts 17.9 1.9
Interest rate caps/floors 23.4 36.3 10.7 55.1 6.3 9.0
Option contraCtS 10 sell
~) ~) ~) ~)




Net financi~ instruments S 2,424.3 3,910.4 2.]82.1 3.585.2 860.3 1.6]3.0
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14. Mortgagebanking activities
A d~uil~d br~ak-out of mortgagr banking rrvenu~ for ~ach of
the thre~ yea~ ended D~c~mber 31 i~ pr~~nt~d below:
Mortpgl' 10:1nsserviced for othe~ are not included in the
accompan~in~ con~olicUtl'd sutem~nt\ of financial condition.
The unpaid bal:lnc~ of th~se loan\ w~r~ S21.577.7 million.
S8.614.H million and $4.35(\1 million at D~cember 31. 19<)2,
19<)1and 11)90.r~ecrivcl)'.
Changes in loan servicing right~ purcha~~d for each of the
thre~ yea~ end~d December 31. w~rc:
1 5 Fair values of financial instruments. and certain non-financial instruments
Sutement of Financial Accouncing Standards No. 107 "Dis-
closures about Fair Value of FinanciailnstTUm~ms" (FAS HIT)
requir~s th~ disclosure of escimat~d fair valu~s of all asset. liabil-
it)' and off-baJanc~ sh~~t financial inmum~nts. FAS 107 also
alJows the d.isclosur~ oi ~stirnat~d fair vaJu~s of non-financial
instruments. Fair value ~srimates und~r FAS 107 are det~rmined
as of a sp~cific point in rime utilizing various assumptions and
escimat~s. The use of assumptions and various valuation tech-
niqu~s. as well as the absence of secondary markets for c~rtajn
financial instrum~nts. 'will likeJy r~duc~ th~ comparabjJjty of
fair vaJu~ d.isclosur~s be~\'~~n financial institUtions.
f81anciaJ ntJu'nents The fair aJu~ estimates disclosed in
the table below ar~ b2s~d on ~),.;sting on and off balanc~ she~t
financial inStrum~ms and do not consid~r the vaJue of future
busin~ss. Oth~r significant ass~ts and liabiliti~s. which are not
considered financial ass~ts or liabiliri~s and for which f:lir valu~s
have not be~n ~scimated. include pr~mis~s and ~quiFm~nt.
goodwill and oth~r intangibles. deferr~d taX assm and oth~r
liabiliti~s. The ~srimat~d fair values of th~ corporation's finan-
cial instrum~nts as of D~c~mber 31 ar~ set forth in the follow-






595.6 596.4net S 640.8
Oth er assets 1.219.9 1.251.4 1.328.9
Accrued e~ns~ and oth~r
(699.6)liabiliti~ (1.223.9) (],290.9)
Other va1u~:
Non-maturity deposits 1,097.3 998.5 ],108.]
Consumer finance subsidiary
793.]loans 1,7]6.9 1,321.2
Credit card 84.6 109.2 31.0
Banking subsidiari~
]98.3 ]82.3consumer loans 224.4
Mo~gc ~rvicing 187.2 69.7 16.3
Mortg3.gc foan origination!
140.0 54.1wholesale nerwork 277.4
Trust department 467.0 413.0 362.0
N~t fur value of ceruin
non-firunciaJ instruments 4,691.6 3,806.0 3,772.6
Fairva1u~offinanciaJ
instruments 3,910.4 3.585.2 1.613.0
Net Stockholden' equity
It the fair vaJu~ of net
6runciaJ instrum~ntS and
certain non-financial
instrum~nts. S 8,602.0 7,391.2 5,385.6
· Am....nu ~~notiIt{J..~riI1'plu.Mr ~1rrrrdintltmr wers. if Imt
/
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Th~ (oJ]o ing m~thod~ .nd iSSumptions a~ u~d by th~
corpomion in rsrimaring its f.ir vaJu~ disclosu~s for financiaJ
instTum~nts.
Cash and cash equivalents Th~ caIT)ing vaJu~ of cash and
cash equivaJ~nts .pproximate~ f.ir \"aJu~ du~ to th~ ~lativdy
shon p~riod of tim~ betW~en th~ origin.tion of th~ instru-
ments and their e>;pect~d ~aJiZition.
Trading &CCCU1tseannes, hestment seCU'ities,
mor1pg~ed seannes, investment and mot tgAge-
backed sea.rities avabble for sale and student loans
avala.ble for sale Fiir \'aJues of thes~ financiaJ instruments
w~r~ ~ted using quoted mark~t prices. when .nilabk If
quOted rrurket prices wer~ nOt a\'.ilabJ~, f.ir \'aJu~ w.s estimat-
ed using quoted market prices for simiJar assets.
Mortgages held for sale Fiir \.aJues o( mongag~s hc:ld (or
saJ~ar~ $Uted at ciIT)ing \'aJu~ which is the lower of aggregat~
cost or muket.
Loans and ~s Fiir \'aJues for loans ir~ estimated b.s~d
on conmcruaJ cash flows .djust~d for prepayment assumprions,
discounted using an inv~stOr ~ic:ld. The invrstor ~ic:ld is th~
rate which an investOr would require to purchase .n instru-
mem \\ith simil.r credit risk. maturity characteristics and ser-
\'icing cost. Th~ assumed m.turities of credit c.rd receh'.bles is
one ye;u, bas~d on actuaJ historicaJ repayment of such ~cei\'a-
bJes. Mark~t interest rat~ s\\'.p spreads ar~ utilized to com'en
\'ariable Joan coupon rat~s to the equi\'aJenr fixed coupon in-
terest rat~ for caJculation purposes. Th~ fair \"aJu~ of the corpo-
~tion's consum~r financ~ subsidiary's loans has been reponed
at book \'aJu~ since the estimated life, assuming prepayments, is
shon-t~rm in nature.
Interest receinble and payable The caIT)'ing \'aJu~ of
int~resr r~cei\'abJ~ and pa)'abJ~ approximates (air \'aJu~ due
ro the relative]y shon period of time between accruaJ .nd
expected reaJiZirion.
Excess servicing rights receivable Excess seT'\;cing rights
receivabJe represents the pres~nr \'aJu~ using applicable investor
yields of esrimated future seT'\icing ~\'~nues in excess of nor-
maJ seT'\icing revenues over the assum~d lif~ of th~ seT'\'icing
portfolio.
Deposits The uir \'aJue of fixed-maturit)' deposits is th~
present \.aJue of the conmctuaJ cash flows, including principaJ
and int~rest, .nd servicing co~ts, discounted usjng an appropri-
ate investOr );eJd.
In accordance v.;th FAS 107, th~ fair \'aJu~ of deposits with
no $Uted maruriry, such as demand deposit. savings, NOW and
mon~y nurket ac:counts, .I"t disclosed as the imount payabJ~
on demand.
Short-term borTow~gs Th~ caIT)ing \"aJu~ of shon-term
borro ings approximates fair \'aJu~ due to th~ relativeJy shon
period of time berween the origination of th~ instruments .nd
their e>"l'ected payment.
Long-term debt Th~ fair vaJue of long-term d~bt is the
p~~cnt v.lue of the conmctuaJ cash flows, discounted by the
invntor yield which considen the corporation's ~dit rating.
Con..litn*1t;s to extend crecit. stancby letters 0( CTe<it
and recow'Se obiiations The majority of the corporation's
commirment .greement.\ and lenen of ~dit contiin variable
inte~t rates and counterparry ~dit deterioration clau~s and
therrforc. th~ carrying \"aJu~ of the corporation's commitments
to e),."t~ndcrrdit and letlen of ~dit approximates fiir vaJue.
The fair vaJue of the corporation's recou~ obligations are
vaJued based on estimated cash £lows associated ith such obli-
gations. As any potentiaJ liabilitin under such ~coune obliga-
tions are ~cognized on the corporation's baJance sheet, the
caIT)ing \'aJue of such ~coune obligations approximates fair
vaJue.
Forward deivery commitments, W1tetdt rate swaps,
fut:Lres contncts and nt.erest rate caps and f\o~ The
fiir vaJue of forward delivery commitments, interest rate caps,
£Joon, swaps and furures conmcrs is ntimated, using deaJer
quotrs, as the imount th.t the corporation would I"tceive or
pay to execute a new agreement with t~rms identicaJ to those
remiining on the current agreement, considering current in-
terrst rat~s.
Certain ~rna.nciaJ ntruments SuppJemenraJ fair vaJue
information for ceMn non-fimnciaJ instruments as of Decem-
ber 31 ire set fonh in the following table and e>'l'lained be]ow.
The supplemenuJ fiir \'aJue information, combined ith
the touJ fiir vaJue of net financiiJ instruments from the tab]e
on page 48, is p~sented below for information purposes. This
combimtion is not necessarily indicative of the "franchise




AI Dmmbrr 31, 1992 1991
Assets
Interesr-bearing dC'pcmtSwith subsidiary banks S ]46.4 58.2
Ad\'anc~ to non-bank subsidim~ ]
,556.3 2.]69.9
CapjU! notes and tenn loans of subsidi.1.ric-s
Banks 316.0 206.0
Non-banks 237.8 321.0
ToU! capiu! not~ and tenn loans
of subsidi.1.ric-s 553.8 527.0
InvC"Stments in subsidiaries
Banks 2.299 .2 2.073.4
Non-banks 837.] 752.5
ToU! invC"StmentSin subsidiari~ 3.136.3 2.825.9
lnvC"Stment and mo~ge-backed securities ]48.2 194.7
InvC"Stmrnt securiti~ ava.ihble for sale 105.9
Other assetS 203.6
. 153.6
ToU! assetS $5.850.5 5,929.3
Uabllities and St.odcholders' Equity
Shon-tenn borrowings $2.028.7 2,187.5
Accrued expensc-s and othC'r liabiliti~ 165.4 180.2
Long-tam debt with non-afiiliat~ 583.7 726.2
Stockholdm' equity 3.072.7 2.835.4
ToU! liabilitic-s and stockholdm' equity S5.850.5 5.929.3
The following methods and assumptions werr used by the
corporation in estimating the fair value of cenain non-financial
instruments.
~rnandaJ insbunent: assets and iab5ties The non-
financial instrument assetsand liabilities are suted at book
value. which approxjl!Utes fair value.
Non-mm.ity deposits The fair valuC' table of financial in-
struments on page 48 does not consider the benefit rrsulting
horn the Jov,'-COStfunding provided by deposit liabilities as
compared with wholesale funding rates. The fair value of non-
maturity deposits. considering these rdational benefits, would
be $16,497.8 million. $14.961.5 million. and $13.891.5 million at
December 31. 1992, 1991 and 1990, rrspectively. Such amounts
are based on a discounted cash flow analysjs. assuming a cons-
tant balance over ten years.
ConSLwner finance subsidiary loans The wr value of the
corporation's consumer finance subsidiary's loans has been
rrponed at book value on the WI' value table on page 48. This
approach to WI' values of financial instruments excludes the WI'
value associated v.ith expected futurr balances. The corpora-
tion estimates such fair value based on discounted cash flow
analysis. assuming a constant replacement of current loan
balances over a ten year life. as S1.716.9million. $1.321.2 million
and $793.1 million at December 31. 1992. 1991 and 1990.
rrspectively.
Credit card The fur value of financial instrummts on page 48
excludes the fair value attributed to the e).-pected credit card
balances in future years with the holders of such cards. The WI'
value of such future balances is estimated to exceed book value
by $84.6 million. S109.2 million and S31.0 million at Decem-
ber 31. 1992. 1991 and 1990. respectively. This rrprrsents the
fur value related to such future balances of both securitized
and on-balance sheet credit card receivables based on a dis-
counted cash flow analysis. utilizjng an investor )ield on similar
ponfolio acquisirions.
8ankrIg aCsidiaries ~ loans FOTpurposes of the
ubJe of fair values of financial instruments on page 48, the nir
value' of the banking subsidiarics' consumer Joans is based on
the contraCtual balances and maturitics of existing 10ans. The
fair value' of such financial instrUments does not consider futurr
loans v.ith CustOmers. The wr value related to such future
balances is esrimated to be $12404 million. $198.3 million and
$182.3 million at December 31. 1992. 1991 and 1990, rrspec-
tively. This fair value' is minuted by cash flow analysis. dis-
counted utilizing an invcstor yield. The expected balances COT
such purposes are estimated to e>''1end ten years at a constant
rate of replacc:.ment.
so
Hortpge ser~ Mortgage servicing rep~nts the
prrsent value of estimated future normal profit on servicing
revenues. Based upon indq>endent appraisal, the corporation
estimatcs that the wr value of its m~ servicing exceeds
book values by $]87.2 million. S69.7 mjlJjon and $1n.3 million at
December 31. 1992, 1991 and 1990, respectively.
Mortgage loan oripmion/whoIesaJe networic The sup-
plemental fair value' table includes the .fair vaJue associated v.ith
the corporation's originations of mortgage loans. which is esti-
mated to be smA million. 51040.0mjlJjon and S54.1 million at
December 31. 1992. 1991 and 1990. respectively. Such csril!Utes
are based on currrnt price/earnings ratios for similar nerworks.
Trust department The fair value associated with the corpo-
ration's rn.a.mgement of trust assets is cstil!Uted to be $467 mil-
lion. $413 million and S362 million at December 31. 1992. 1991
and 1990. respeCtively. Such cstimates are based on current
trust rrvenues using an induStry multiple.
16 Parent company. financial information
Condensed financial information for NorweSt Corporation



















NurulfSI CMpttrlllicm llruJ Subsidjllrir.<
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
In ,"illicms, oaryl shll"s
AI DumlM 31, 1992 1991
Assets
Cash and du~ from bmb
Intm:st-bcaring d~osits with banks
Fedcn1 funds 50Id and re-Wc agr~ements
ToaJ ash and ash equivalents
Trading account securities
Investment securicies (market valuc 5926.4 in 1992 and 52.700.1 in 1991)
Mo~-bad(ed securicies (nusket value 510.179.9 in 1991)
Total investment and mortg.lgc-bachd securicies
Investment securicies av3ilibl~ for s.a.le(market value 51.632.9 in 1992)
Mo~-backcd securiries availablc (or s.a.le(nusket valu~ 59.224.7 in 1992)
Total investm~nt and mortg.lg~-backed securicies av3ilibl~ for s.a.le
Srodent loans availablc for salc
Mortg.lges held for s.a.le
Loans and leases
Unearned discount
Allowance for credit losses
Net loans and leases
Premises and equipment. net











































Accrued expenses and other liabilicies
Long-term debt
Preferred Stock-authorized 5.000.000 shares ""oithout par value:
1.137,700 and 1.150.000 shares outstanding in 1992 and 1991.
respeCtively. at 5100 suted value, 10.24% cumuUrive dividends
1.143.750 and 1.150.000 shares OUtstanding in 1992 and 1991,
respeCtively. at 5200 suted value. 7.00",,0cumuUcive dividends and convertiblc
Common Stock. 5 Ph par value-authorized 300.000,000 shares:
Issued 141,289.065 and 140,278.855 shares in 1992 and 1991. respeCtively
Surplus
Reuined earnings
Notes receivable trom ESOP
Treasury stock-1,172.940 and 449.492 common shares in 1992 and 1991. respeCtively
Foreign CWTency ttarularion
Total common Stockholders' equity
Total Stockholders' equity
TotallUbilities and Stockholders' equity
30
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Ytm'md.ed~JI
In tMtu4Ms 1992 1991 1990
OPEk,\TINCi ,\CTIVITIES
Net Income $426.939 $389.786 $70,912
Adjwanena to reconcile








subsidiaries (208.840) <13,:303 167,597
Sales of securities
a\'ailable for sale 2.956.428 681,894 509,019
Purchases of securities
a\'ailable for sale (2.874.000) (787,300) (518,615)
Other (54.882) (29,168) 29,443
Net ush pro\ided by
operating acti\ities 348.146 298.515 258,356
INVESTING "CTIVITIES
Net decrease in interest-
earning deposits
with subsidi;u:' bank 4.255 (4,696) 2,310
Net capital returned!
(contributed) to subsidiaries 644 (535,001 ) (80,085)
Cash paid in acquisition (45.362)
Other (22.000) (2,274) (5.947)
Net cash used by investing
acti\ities (62,463\ (54],971) (83,722)
FIN"NCING "CTIVITIES
Borrowings from
non-bank subsidi;u:' 72,000 5,000
MatUred borro\Ooings from
non-bank subsidiary (5.400) (86,200) (5,750)
Acquisition of treasury stock (l :3.+12) (7,178) (14,528)
Cash di\idends paid to
shareholders (2:3&.7i9) (207,110) (20!,985 )
Issuance of noek 73,8]9 471.599 45,765
Redemption of
notes and debentUres (99.962)
Other (105) 23
Net cash provided (wed)
by financing activities (283.869\ 243,111 (l73,475)
Increase (decrease) in cash
and due from banks 1.814 (M5) 1,159
Cash and due from bank.s at
beginning of year 946 1.291 132
Cash and due £Tom banks
at end of ~riod S 2.i60 $ 946 S 1.291
PAlL 't>~k
/q,L At\"IJ~\ p.~~t
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
During 1992, 1991 and 1990. the parent company
received income tax refunds ofS16.8 million. $7.1 million
and $2.5 million, respectively. Such refunds ~present
the parent company's portion of consolicb.ted income
taxes. During 1992.1991 and 1990, the parent company
paid interest on contractual debt obligarlons of$4..4 million,
$7.9 million and $10.0 million, respectively.
UNUSED LINES OF CREDIT
A1.December 31,1992, PNC Bank maintained a line
of credit in the amount of $150 million, none of which
was dn.wn. This line is available for general corporate pur-
poses. Fees pajd for the unused line are .25 percent.
CommerciaI paper issued by PNC Funding Corp is guar-
anteed by the parent company.
FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
SFAS No. 107. -Disclosures about Fair Value of
FinanciaI Instruments," ~quires disclosure of fair \-a.lue
information for financla.1 instruments. sFAS No. 107
excludes certain assets such as real and personal property,
leases, loan customer relationships, deposit customer
intangibles, retail branch netWorks, fee-based businesses,
tndemarks and brand names. Accordingly, the aggre-
gate of fair value amounts presented does not attempt to
capture and does not ~present the underlying value of
PNC Bank.
SFAS No.1 07 defines fair value as the estimated
amount at which the financial instrument could be
exchanged in a CUITeI1transaction betWeen willing parties,
other tha,n in a forced or liquicb.tion sale. However, it is
not management's intention to immediately dispose ofa
significant portion of such financial instruments, and the
unrealized gains or losses should not be interpreted as a






















The fair value of securities is based primarily on
quoted market prices. For substantially all other financial
insuuments. fair values have been estimated using dis-
counted cash flow analyses. pricing models and other
valuation teehniques. These derived fair values are sub-
jecrlve in narore. involve uncertainties and matters of sig-
nificantjudgment and, therefore, cannot be detennined
with precision. Changes in assumptions could significantly
impact the derived fair value estimates.
The following table represents the estimates of fair




Cash and short-term assetS
Trading account securities
Securities
Net loans (excludes leases)









































The following methods and assumptions are ~d in
estimating fair value amounts for financial instrumentS:
General For short-term financia1 instruments realizable
in three months or less, the carrying amount reported
in the balance sheet approximates fair value. Unless
otherwise stated. the rates used to discount cash flows
are based on market yield curves.
Cash and Short-term Assets The carrying amounts
reported in the balance sheet for cash and short-term
assets approximate those assets' fair values primarily due
to their short-term narore. For purposes of this disclosure
only. short-tenn assets include due from banks, interest-
earning deposits with banks. Federal funds sold and resale
agreements. customers' acceptance liability and accrued
interest receivable.
Securities and Tradinl Account The fair value of invest-
ment securities and securities available for sale are based
on quoted market prices, where available. If quoted market
prices are not available, fair value is estimated using the
quoted market prices of comparable instruments. Trading
account securities are recorded at market value, there-




Net Loans and Loans Held for Sale For demand and
variable rate commercial and certain consumer loans
that reprice quanerly, fair values are estimated by reduc-
ing carrying amounts by estimated credit loss factors. For
other commercia1loans, including nonaccrualloans. fair
values are estimated using discounted C3.Shflow analyses,
6\
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
y,ith cash flo 'Sn~duced by estimated crectitloss factors
and ctiscount rates equa.1to rates currently charged by
PNC Bank for similar loans. In the case of nonaccrua.1
loans, scheduJed cash flows do not include interest pay-
menu. For automobile, horne equity, stUdent and credit
card loans, fair values are detennined by using interna]
pricing moods. The fair value ofresidentia] mortgages is
estimated based on quoted market prices of similar loans
sold in conjuncuon y,ith securitization transactions, ad-
justed for differences in loan characteristics. Due to their
short-tenn natUre, the canying amount ofloans held for
saJe approximates fair value.
Deposits The c.aITyingamounu for noninterest-bearing
demand and interest-bearing. money market and sa,ings
deposiu approximate fair values. For certificates of de-
posit, other time deposiu and deposiu in foreign offices,
fair values are based on the discounted \'alue of sched-
uled cash flows. The ctiscount rates used '"3..11'by instru-
ment and are based on dealer quotes or rates currently
offered for deposiu ith similar matUrities.
Sho...t-Te...m Bo owings The carrying amounu of fed-
eraJ funds purchased, commercia] paper, and accep~-
ces ouutanding are considered fair \'alue because of
their short-tenn nature. Repurchase agreemenu, as well
as bank notes and tenn federal funds purch~d are val.
ued using discounted cash f]o","analyses.
Notes and Debentu...es The fair value of variable-rate
notes and debentUres is equivalent to carrying value.
For fiXed.rate notes and debentUres, ICheduled cash
flows are discounted using rates for similar debt ith
the same marurities.
Unfunded Loan Commitments and Letters of Credit
Fair values for commiunenu to extend crectit and letters
of c.rectitare estimated based upon the amount of deferred
fees and the c.rectitWorthiness of the counterparties.
Foreign Currency Exchanle, Futures, Forwa...ds and
Option Contracts These off-balance-sheet financial
instrumenu are marked to market, therefore, the carrying
amount approximates fair value. Such amounu are im-
JIl4terial at December 31,1992.
Interest Rate Swaps The fair value of index interest rat~
swaps is based on dealer quotes. The fair value of all
other swaps is the discounted \'alue of the expected net
cash flows. These fair ,'alues represent the estimated
amounu that PNC Bank wouJd recdve or pay to terminate





S 2,1]6,522 S 2,]00.983 I
695.009 2-t5.070












$ 5.889.372 S 5.095.040 I11.266.674 9.062,506















Cash and du~ from banks
ln~rest~arning d~posits "ith banks
F~d~raJ funds sold and resak agr~ements
Trading account securities
Securities .\'ailabl~ for we. market \&Ju~ of $7,552.429 and 51.630.290
In\'eStmenllecurities. market \&Ju~ of 513.-t30.099 and 5] 3.104.351










Im~rest.bearing demand. monc'y market and sa\;ngs











Accru~d expenses and other liabilities
TouJ liabilities
SH"REHOLDERS' EQUITY
Preferred stock-51 par \'3.!ue
Authorized: 17.854.291 and 18.057.123 shares
Issued and outstanding: 1.498.041 and 1.689.191 shares
AggTegate liquidation \&Jue: $33.264 and 537.166
Common stock-$5 par \'3.!ue
Authorized: 250.000.000 shares
Issued: 232.574.794 and 107.412.004 shares
CapiuJ surplus
Retained earnings
Deferred ESOP benefit expen~
Common stock held in tTeasury at cost: 1.541 and 171 shares
TouJ shareholders' equity
Tol41 liabilities and shareholders~ e uit\'
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In 1991, the Company securitized $500 million of credit card receivables as well 15 $500 million in 1990.
These transactions were recorded 15 sales in 1CC0rdlnce with SFAS No. 77, "Reporting by Tnnsferors for
Transfers of Receivables with Rtcourse." UndcT the securitization stTUCt1D'e,and 5ince the underlying receiv.
abies are revolving, new receivables are sold each month to maintain the original babnct sold until an event
occurs which triggers a paydown or the spccined paydown period begins. CoTTCSpondina pins are record-
ed each month 15 sales occur. Recourse obligations related to these receivables are not material. At Decem.
ber 31, t 992, $ I billion of receivables were outstanding under the sccuritizations. Prtneds from the sales in
1991 and 1990 totaled approximately $499 mi1lion and $.496 million, respectively.
During 1992 and t 991, most of the Company's business activities were with CUS10mcrsloc.atc-dwithin
Maryland, the DistriCt of Columbia, and Virginia. The majority of off-balance sh~t activities are unckrtak-
en with banks and security dealers in the state of New York in t 992 and 1991. As of December 31, 1992
and 1991, the Company held approximately $2.3 billion and $2.0 billion, respectively, in U.S. Government
5ponsored and US Government agency nnancial instruments, which have little, if any, credit risk. The
Company's Joan portfolio has a real estate/constrUCtion concentration with oumandi~ of S1.2 billion and
$ 1.7 billion and an additional $.6 billion and S.8 billion in commitments ind letters of credit 15 of Decem-
ber 31, 1992 and 1991, respectively. The Company's tUrmlt commcrciallcnding policies are Strongly ori.
~ted toward divcrsined middle market borrowers. The amount of collateral obtained, if dmncd necessary
by the Company upon eXtension of credit, is based on management's credit evaluation of the counterparty.
Collateral held varies but may include accounts receivable, marketable securities, deposit accounts, inven-
tory, property, plant, and equipment, real estate, and income-producing commercia1 properties.
SFAS No. 107, "Disclosures about Fair Value 01 Financial Instruments", requires disclosure 01 fair value infor.
mation about financial insnuments, whether or not recognized in the balance sh~t, for which it is practicable
to estimate that value. In cases where quoted market prices are not available, fair values are based on estimates
using p~t value or other valuation techniques. Those techniques are significantly affected by the assumtr
tions used, including the discount rate and estimates of future cash flows. In that regard, the derived fair value
estimates cannot be substantiated by comparison to independent markets and, in many cases, could not be
realized in immediate settlement of the instrument. SFAS No. 107 excludes certain financial instruments and
all nonfinancial instruments from its disclosure: requirements though the Company has decided to include cer-
tain of the non-required items. Accordingly, the aggregate fair value amounts ~nted do not represent the
underlying value of the Company.
The following methods and assumptions were ~d by the Company in estimating the fair value for its
financial instruments and other non-required items 15 defined by SFAS No. 107:
Cash 8Dd Due From Banks: For these insmJmcnts, the arrying amount approximates fair value.
Temporary Investmeut5: For inteTeS\ bearing deposits with other banks and fedcnl funds sold and secu-
rities purch.asccl under resale agreements, the carrying amount approximates bir value. For seaIrities available
for sale, loans held for sale and trading account securities, bir values are based on published market prices or
dealer quotes.
Investment Securities: For these instruments, fair v1\ues are based on published market prices or
dealer quotes.
.
LO&J15:For credit card and equity line receivables with sOOn-term and/or variable characteristics, the car.
rying amount approximates fair value. This amount excludes any value related to account relationship. The
bir value of other types 01 loans is estimated by discounting the future cash flows using the comparable risk-
free rate and adjusting for credit risk and operating cOStS.
Interest Receivable and Interest Payable: For these inrnumcnts, the carrying amount approximates
fair value.
Other Assm and Other liabilities: For financial instruments included in these cmgories, the arrying
amount approximates fair value.
Non-Interest Baring Dcposit5: The fair value of these inrnumcnts, by the SFAS No. 107 dennition, is
the amount pa~ble on demand at the reporting date.
Interest Bearilli Deposit5: The fair value of demand deposits, savin~ accounts and money market
deposits with no denned matUrity, by SFAS No. 107 dennition, is the amount payable on demand at the
reporting date. The fair va1ue of ccrtincates of deposit is estimatc-d by discounting the future cash Rows using
the current rates at which similar deposits would be made.
J
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Seauities Sold Under Repurchase Agreement!;, FedcnJ Fund5 Purdwed. CornmercW Paper and
Other Shot1.T enD Borrowings: For these shon-trnT\ instTUmt'nts, the anying amount approximates fair value.
l..ong-TenD Borrowings: For th~ instTUmt'nts,fairvalUtisbased on dealer quoteS,whm avai1able, and
on estimates made by discounting the ~ cash flows using the o.zrnmt rates at which similar borro 'in~
would be made.
Commitments To Extend Credit and Stmdb)' and CommcrciaIl.et8en of Credit: The fair value of
commm:ial knding related !wen of credit and commitmt'nts is estimated 15 the amount of fees amend)'
charged to t'nter into similar agreements, t3king into account the ~t creditWorthiness of the counterparties.
This amount is included ;th the fairvalue of the related loans.The Company has commitmt'nts of S105,938
related to the mOTtgagt Joan portfolio. It is not praCticable to ~tdy estimate the value of these commitmt'nts
due to the accssive cost involved. These values are included in the loans held for sale valuation hich is part of
temporary inVt'Stmt'nts The fair valUt of credit card and ~ity line commitments is included in Account
Relationships discussed below.
Forward and Future CootBcts and Interest Rate Caps and Roan: The fair value of these instTUmt'nts
is based on quoted mark~ prices.
Interest Rate Swap ~ents: The fair value of these inmumt'nts is the: estimated amount that the
Company would receive or pay to terminate the S\I.'apagrecmcntslt the: reporting date, taking into account 0Jf-
rent intc:rest mes and the OlI'Tmt creditWorthiness of the swap counterparties.
Acaxmt Relationships: The estimated valUt ascribed to ~ity line account relationships is dc:rivcd from
Ikaler quotes based on portfolio characteristics. The tStimated valUt ascribed to credit card account relationships
is ckrived from the portfolio's anticipated n~ operating cash flows discounted using an appropriate weighted
avenge Cost of capita1.
Core Deposit Intangible: The estimated value ascribed to core deposits is computed by discounting the
tStimated cost savin~ from these deposits over their estimated life, using an incremt'ntal cost of funds me.
Servicing Portfolio for Mortgage Loans: The fair value of these inmumt'nts is estimated by using quotes
from sm'icing broken and an internal valuation mode1.
December 3 I, 1992
Canying Value Fair Value
The estimated fair valucs of the Company's financial mstruments
required to be disclosed under SFAS No. 10i:
Assets:







. Non-interest bearing deposits
Interest bearing deposits
Securities sold under repurchase agreements









Interest rate swap a.grttments
Intc:rest rate caps and floors
The estimated fair value of items not required to be disclosed under SFAS No. 107:
Account relationships 469,944
Core deposit intangible 500,035
Smicing portfolio for mortgage Joans 20,303
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II ,:266, 115 10,527,249
~~c...,.c.."nJ~
ConsolidatedBalanceSh~t




Interest bearing d~posits with otha banks
Fed~ral funds sold and ~curiti~s purchas~d und~r resaJ~agrttm~nts
Securiti~ availabJ~ for sal~
Loans held for sal~
Triding account ~curiti~s
Tolal tmporary inv~tments










Allo anc~ for loan losses
N~t loans
Premises and equipment (net)
Interest rec~ivable











Total interest baring deposits
Total deposits









Common Stock, par valu~ $5 per share; Authoriz~d 100,000,000 shares,
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\VachO\ia Corporation and Subsidiaries
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements - Continued
Sin thDVSBnds
Note A- Accounting Policies - Concluded
Income Taxes - Deferred income taxes are provided for timing
differences between the period in which certain income and
expense items are recognized for financial reporting purposes
and the period in which they affect taxable income. Investment
tax credits are recognized over the lives of the related assets
using the deferred method.
The Corporation and its subsidiaries filea consolidated tax retum.
Each subsidiary provides for income taxes based on itscontri-
bution to income taxes (benefit) of the consolidated group.
Reclassffications - Certain if?voestment security transactions,
previously reported as sales in the Consolidated Statement of
Cash Flows and in Note D, "Investment Securities," have been
reclassified as calls, maturities and prepayments to more
accurately reflect the nature of the disposition of the securities.
Note B- Merger
On December 6,1991, SCNC, a South Carolina bank and savings
and loan holding company, was merged into and became a
wholly owned subsidiary of the Corporation. Pursuant to the
~reement and Plan of Merger (the ~reement), which was
approved by the shareholders of both the Corporation and SCNC
on October 25,1991, approximately 15,954,662 shares ofthe
Corporation's common stock were authorized for issuance under
the ~reement. N.the effective time of the merger, and in accor-
dance withthe terms ofthe ~reement, the shareholders 01SCNC
common stock received .fil5 of a share of the Corporation's
common stock for each share of SCNC common stock owned.
The consolidated financial statements of the Corporation give
effect to the merger which has been accounted for as a pooling-
of-interests. Accordingly, the accounts of SCNC have been
combined with those ofthe Corporation for allperiods presented.
Separate results of operations of the combining entities for the
two years ended December 31,1991 are as follows:
'991 '990
Ne1interest income:
Wachovia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SCNC ... ............




Wachovia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SCNC ............................
$ 298.592 $ 297.216
(69.052) 48.461
$ 229.540 $ 345,677
The net income presented for SCNC for the year ended
December 31, 1990 has been reduced by $7,464 from amounts
previously reported on a stand-alone basis. These adjustments,
consisting of an extraordinary gain of $6,052 and a reduction
to reported income tax expense of $1 ,412, relate to SCNC's
adoption of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
No. 96, "Accounting for Income Taxes" which, in consolidation,
have been eliminated to reflect income tax expense on a basis
consistent with the method currently used by the Corporation.
Additional conforming adjustments recorded in 1991 consist
of $97.8 million to conform litigation, real estate and loan
valuation policies and practices and $23.9 million to write down
the book value of certain intangible assets.
Note C- Fair Value of Financial Instruments
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No.1 07,
"Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments"
(FASB 107), requires disclosure of fair value information
about financial instruments, whether or not recognized in
the balance sheet, for which it is practicable to estimate that
value. In cases where quoted market prices are not available,
fair value~ are based on estimates using present value or
other valuation techniques. Those techniques are significantly
affected by the assumptions used, including the discount
rates and estimates of future cash flows. In that regard, the
derived fair value estimates cannot be substantiated by
comparison to independent markets and, in many cases,
could not be realized in immediate settlement of the instrument.
The use of different market assumptions and/or estimation
methodologies may have a material effect on the estimated
fair value amounts. Also, the fair value estimates presented
herein are based on pertinent information available to man-
agement as of December 31, 1992. Such amounts have
not been comprehensively revalued for purposes of these
financial statements since that date and, therefore, current
estimates of fair value may differ significantly from the amounts
presented herein.
The following methods and assumptions were used by the
.
Corporation in estimating its fair value disclosures for finanCial
instruments:
Trading Account Assets - Fair values for the Corporation's
trading account assets, which also are the amounts recognized
in the statement of condition, are based on quoted market prices.
Investment Securities - Fair values for investment securities
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are based on quoted market prices. Ha quoted market price
is not available, fair value is estimated using market prices for
similarsecurities.
Loans - For credij card, equity lines and other loans wijh
short-term or variable rate characteristics, the carrying value
reduced by an estimate of credij losses inherent in the portfolio
isa reasonable estimate of fair value. The fair values of residential
mortgage loans are estimated using quoted market prices for
securities backed by similar loans, adjusted for differences
betv.oeenthe market for the securities and the loans being valued
and an estimate of credit losses in the portfolio. The fair value
of all other loans is estimated by discounting their future cash
flowsusing interest rates currently being offered for loans with
similar terms, reduced by an estimate of credit losses inherent
in the portfolio.
Deposfts - The fair values disclosed for demand deposits (e.g.,
interest. and noninterest-bearing demand, savings and money
market savings) are, as required by FASB 107, equal to the
amounts payable on demand at the reporting date (i.e., their
carrying amounts). Fair values for certificates of deposit are
estimated using a discounted cash flow calculation that applies
interest rates currently being offered on certificates to a schedule
ofaggregated monthly maturities.
Short- Term Borrowed Funds - The carrying amounts of federal
funds purchased, borrowings under repurchase agreements,
commercial paper and other short-term borrowed funds
approximate their fair values, except for certain other short.term
borrowed funds with maturities exceeding one year. The fair
values for such instruments are estimated using a discounted
cash flowcalculation, using interest rates currently being offered
on similar instruments.
Long. Term Debt - Fair values of long-term debt are based on
market prices where available. When quoted market prices are
not available, fair values are estimated using discounted cash
flow analyses, based on the Corporation's current incremental
borrowing rates for similar types of borrowing arrangements.
Off.Balance Sheet Instruments - Fair values for the Corporation's
off-balance sheet instruments are based on fees currently
charged
.t~enter into similar agreements, taking into account
the remainIng terms of the agreements and the counterparties'
credit standing Ooan commitments and letters of credij), and
the estimated amount the Corporation would receive or pay to
terminate or replace the contract at current market rates for
the remainder of the off-balance sheet instruments. Fair value
disclosures for off-balance sheet instruments are included in
Note J.
Many of the Corporation's assets and liabilijies are short-term
financial instruments whose carrying amounts reported in the
statement of condijion approximate fair value. These items
include Cash and due from banl<s,Interest-bearing bank balances,
Federal funds sold and securities purchased under resale
agreements, Due from customers on acceptances, kceptances
outstanding, and the financial instruments included in other
assets and liabilijies.The estimated fair values of the Corpora-
tion's remaining on-balance sheet financial instruments as of





Trading account assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Investmentsecunties ..........
Loans. net of allowance for loan losses. . .
Flnancialliabililies:
DeposItS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Short-term borrowed funds . . . . . . . . . . .
Long-termdebt ....................









FASB 107 excludes certain financial instruments and all non-
financial instruments from its disclosure requirements. The
disclosures also do not include certain intangible assets, such
as customer relationships, mortgage servicing rights, deposit
base intangibles and goodwill. Accordingly, the aggregate
fair value amounts presented do not represent the underlying
value of the Corporation.
The financial information presented over periods of years which
encompass various economic and interest rate conditions and
cycles prCNides a means of evaluating the effectiveness of the
Corporation in dealing with changing market conditions and in
managing the controllable aspects of its business.
Th.eaggregate book and market values of investment securities as of December 31, as well as gross unrealized gains and losses
of Investment securities were as follows:
1~2 1~1
Unrealized UnrealIZed Market Boo!( Urna1ized UnrealIZed
Gains Losses Value Value Gains Losses
5 78,119 S (949) 5 825.187 5 851.183 S 84.316 S (582)
113.653 (-4.972) 2.652.980 1.820.054 113,588 -
102.661 (3.890) 2.638.905 2.557.035 141,063 (442)
23.303 (1,053) 675.971 1.036.586 13.582 _. (716)
$317.736 (510,864) 56.793.043 56.264.858 $352.549 (ii':740)
= ===
NoteD-Investment Securities
Stateand municipal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UnrtedSlatesTreasury.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Federal agency. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other ...............
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Cash and due from banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interest-bearingbank balances ............................................




State and municipal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other investments ....................................................
Total investment securities (market value of $6,793,043
in 1992 and $6,615,667 in 1991) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. ..
loans and net leases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
less unearned income on loans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
less allowance for loan losses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net loans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Premises and equipment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
.





Total assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Liabilities
Deposits indomestic offices:
Demand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interest-bearingdemand ...............................................
Savings and money market savings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Savings certificates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . .
Largedenominationcertificates . . . . . . . . . .
Noninterest-bearingtime ...............................................
Total deposits in domestic offices. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deposits in foreign offices:
Demand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Time , .
Total deposits in foreign offices. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total deposits ,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
Federal funds purchased and securities
sold under repurchase agreements .......................................
Commercial paper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _
. . . . . .
,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other short-term borrowed funds, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
long-term debt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . _
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acceptances outstanding ................................................
Other liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Totalliabilrties '............
Off-balance sheet items, commitments and contingent liabilities - Note J
Shareholders' equity
Preferred stC)9k,par value $5 a share:
Authorized 50.000.000 shares; none outstanding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Common stock, par value $5 a share:
Issued 171,4 71.178 shares in 1992
and 85,323,214 shares in 1991 . . . . . . . . . . . _
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Capital surplus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Retained earnings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Loan to ESOP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total shareholders' equity ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total liabilities and shareholders' equity. . . . . . . : . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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